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2 FU Students Selected' For
Fordham's ,Chilean Program
both students will continue this
successful record.
Students will board in Santiago with families who have
made rooms available for this
purpose. These homes will be
the focal points of their activities while in Chile. They will
be expected, to adapt to the
culture and language, yet maintain their own North American
identities. Jerry Wolf has informed us that, while school and
getting used to the Chilean way
of life will take upa great deal
of time especially during the
first three months, participation
in as many social activities as
is academically possible will be
expected 'after that initial period
is over,
A mid-winter recess
in July
and three weeks of summer

A_p=-ril_·_l_O_,_1_9_63

Forum Discusses Philosophy;
Six Faculty Memb'ersParticipate
"The Place of Philosophy" in its goal of making philosophy Clancy went on to say that an
Education at Fairfield" was the as meaningful as possible to effort has been made in recent
subject of discussion a't the first the studeIllts," Anthony Clemen- years to make this system
complete meeting-- of the Aca- tino asked Father Clancy to more relevant to modern phil:
demic Forum on Thursday, preface the meeting by stating osophy through the institl:ltion
March 28. Faculty members the direction in which Fair- of a History of Philosophy
present were Mr. Walter Pet- field's philosophy curriculum is course under the guidance of
ry, Mr. Robert O'Neil, Dr. Jo- going.
Dr. Grassi and the expansion
seph Grassi, Fathers William
study of Being
from two to four years of phiEgan, S.J., Oliver Nickerson,
Father Clancy remarked that losophy requirements.
"The
S.J. and John Clancy, SoJ. the approach offered here to students take the full gamut
Chairman of the Philosophy IPhiiOSOPhY is based on the of philosophy here," Father
Department.
writings Of. ~t. Thomas Aqui- said.
After introducing the faculty nas and Aristotie..,(,he purpose
Mr. Petry t hen remarked
to the purpose of the Forum of the courses, he said, is to that while secular institutions
meeting by saying that "the "study 'being: objectively [,,";'1 over emphasize the present,
students hope to investigate if studying man, his world, and Catholic education is too aware
Catholic education lives up to his thought processes." Father of the past. There is, he said,
----------------=----------------,.·---~a
great need for·-m.ore balance

Festl'val Plans Com'pleted' ~~t':~~~~h~~7°~:y ~~~~ne~~~
.Concert Highlights Events ~:;f~~~~~:~:
I

com~

,

to

F~rfie~d

WIthout a

Fr, Viotor Leeber, S.J., Adjunct Professor of the Fordham
College Fifth Chilean Program,
has announced that two Fairt
h
couples wI'll p·roceed to a Post of the writings of other philos· 1
F ma
arrangemen s
ave
ophers waS asked for by Jose
field Sophomores will accombeen completed for. the 1963 Prom party which will be held Jarabo-Alvarez. The student
pany him to Chile. WilliamDogwood Festival. The Festival under a huge tent on the Prep
Flahive and Jerry Wolf, along
which is being tun by the Jim- football field. Music at this nov- becomes. frustrttedand. disinwith seven other young men,
ior Class will take place on the el post prom party will be pro- terested m the 00 ne~atIve apwere selected by Fordham to
weekend of May 10-12.
vided by The Dukes, a popular proach offered at FaIrfield, he
participate in eight months of
The Festival will com:mence combo composed of Fairfield commented.
undergraduate study at the Union. Friday evening, May' 10, students Mike Griffin, Jim
Obtaining Truth
versidad Catolica de Chile from
with a formal dance at the White, and Joe McIlduff.
Father William Egan said
May to December, 1963.
Longshore Country Club in
Saturday afternoon, the fes- th~t the Church only requires
Fr. Leeber will stay in Chile
neighboring We s t port. The tivities resume at 1 p.m. with phIlosophy to cover three or
for four months. He will comcouples will dance to the music a picnic 'at Sherwood Island four fundamenta~ propositions.
mute from the Jesuit High
of The Intonations, the band State Park in Westport. Food Beside these the Church is
School, Colegio de St. Ignacio,
that was received so well at and drink for the afternoon are completely open to the views
to the University where he will
this year's Winter Carnival, un- included in the price of the of other philosophers not in
supervise the American Stutil 1 o'clock in the morning. ticket.
the Scholastic movement. He
dents. Two academic programs
The highlight of the Prom will
Saturday night, a twist party emphasized the. sp.irit of St.
will be under his direction. The
be the crowning of the Queen will be held in the back gym Thomas, 0 ? tal n 1 n g truth
WILLIAM FLAHIVE '65
first is a "crash" language
of the 1963 Dogwood Festival. featuring the Belmonts, a pop_ whereever It c~Il; be foun~,
course. This intensive drill in
The queen will be chos.en from ular rock 'n roll recording r~ther t~an a rIgId Sc.hol~~
idiomatic Spanish will aid the weather in December will en- the list of candidates by a fac- group. The BelJ!lonts will sing CIsm. PhIlosophy ~e SaId, IS ,a
students in their mastery of the able the students to do some ulty committee on the grounds all their hits including their growt?- and, reflec~lOn on one s
language which will be used in extra traveling. Father Leeber of beauty and personality. Stu- million seller, "Tell Me Why." experIences. T hIS a!Jpro~ch
classes, Although all those select- said that the beautiful Andes dents interested in entering Backing up the Belmonts will c';llls ~or a more hIstOrIcal
ed have a background in Span- Mou.ntains in which Santiago is their dates in the contest may be jThe Topics, a six piece vIewpomt.
ish, this program is necessary situated accounts for the cool pick up applications at the tick- twisting band who enjoyed
It has been a policy of the
for adjustment to daily use of dry climate of Chile.
et booth in Xavier cafeteria.
such a long stay at the Wagon- department,
Father
Clancy
the language.
• (Con't on Page 8, Col. 5)
I Fo~lowing the Prom, the wheel, one of the leading twist- added, to get more and better
ing lounges in New York City. men to teach philosophy. CritiThe second program is a sem(Con't on Page 3, Col. 3)
cism of a particular teacher
inar on problems in Chile and
should not be a criticism of the
South Amercia in general.
Conducted once weekly, this
Philosophy Department. Father
said that there will always be
Seminar will consist in a series
some professors whose methods
of leotures delivered by guest
01
__- i '
_
speakers, selected by Fr. Leeber.
'I ~~u::~ts~gree
with those of the
Aspects of problems in Chile
The
Third
Intercollegiate
While
the
approach
is signifiwill be discussed, Speakers will Science Forum was held at
cant, Dr. Grassi commented,
come from goveI'Ilment, busi- Fairfield University on Saturthe personality of the professor
ness, and education circles. In- day, April 6, by the Mend'.:!
.
.
dominates in most. cases. ,Evcluded will be 'a lecture by Fr. Physics and Chemistry Clubs.
General ChaIrman of Semor erything -is not perfect in the
Leeber on Spanish Literature.
Rev. Gerald F. Hutchinson, S.J.
Week, Joseph Flat~ey, has an- curriculum and changes are
An introductory briefing and was moderator of the Forum;
nounced the tentatIve schedule I' possible. The department has
get-acquainted program was Robert Kelly served as general
of events for the Week, June 5 recently held four and five
held at Fordham on Sunday, chairman.
through June 10.
meetings to consider adopting
April 7. Next, Flahive and Wolf
The purpose of the Forum
Beginning at noon on Wed- new courses especially in the
will travel to Washington over was to stimulate the interest of
nesday, June 5, the Senior- area of special ethics after a
the Easter Vacation for a special outsiders in Fairfield UniverFaculty Field Day will be under general ethics course.
protocol and information pro- sity and in particular, interest
the direotion of Frank McAnulAfter three hours of discusgl'am conducted by the Foreign in the Science Department. The
ty. The graduating class will sion the Forum resolved that
Service Institute. This progr'am Forum was publicized in many
match athletic skills against the the students would formulate a
will last for four days. The cost schools in the tri-state area infaculty in golf, tennis, softball possible philosophy curriculum
of travel and lodging is supplied cluding graduate and medical
all;d volleyball. Refreshments and submit it to the faculty.
by the Department of State.
schools.
'
~Ill be served for all. Tha~ eve- The next meeting of the AcaThe students will leave for
One hundred eleven people
mng the Loyola Me~al wIll be demic Forum will focus its
Chile in the second week of registered during the registrapresented at the Semor-Faculty attention on an analysis of thj:;
May. Before they leave, their tion period from 9:00-9:45 a.m.
Banquet.
suggested curriculum.
program of study will be ap- After this, the guests were welGerry McCarthy and Larry
DR.
C.P)KARAZULAS
proved by Fr. Edward Sweeney, corned in Gonzaga Auditorium
'Longua are completing plans for
S.J., director of the Fordham by Fr. Hutchinson and Robert
the Formal Dinner Dance at
As this issue of the STAG
ible from other fields.'; In the Woodland Inn, Stratford, from
Chilean program. Both students Kelly.
goes
to press, we have just
are Spanish majors, but their
The Keynote Address was gymnasium, /Ivarious science ex- 7:30 to 1:00, Thursday.
received word that the Na'course will be considered Latin given by Dr. J. H. Heller, Exec- hibits were displayed. These
Friday, June 7, features a
American Studies. All their utive Director of the New Eng- exhibits were loaned to Fair- picnic at Sherwood Island State tional Science Foundation has
awarded Fairfield University
courses will be conducted in land Institute for Medical Re- field University by American Park, Westport, followed by a
$14,840
to continue the NSF
Spanish. They will take notes; search. Dr. Heller's topic was Optical Co.; Barnes Engineer- casual dance at a location to be
tests, and write papers in Span- "Frontiers in Science." He. ing; General Dynamics, Electric announced. The entire day is In-Service Institute during
ish. Each student will also write noted that we have not even Boat Division; General Elec- under the 4irection of. Ed Cor- the 1963-64 academic year
a research paper in English on scratched the surface of all tric; I.B.M.; Machlett Labora- r.igan, Andy Labesky, and Terry under the direction of Dr.
Barone.. Congratulations to
a Chilean topic to be submitted there is to know about science tory; National Semiconducter; McKeever.
Dr. Barone for the new award
to the Supervisor by November.. and warned the audience about Perbein-Elmer; Reeves SoundSaturday afternoon, Bill Reidy and for the excellent NSF.
Fairfield participants in previ- too m u c h specialization - craft; Reflectone Electronics will present a "square danceous studies in Chile have .achiev- "knowing more and more about Inc.; Singer Metrics; Tralc sing along" on campus. The con- Institutes he has directed for
the past two years. DetaUs
ed excellent records. Fr. Leeber less and less until we know Electronics; Vacuum Electron- clusion of the social portion of
of the new award will be
said that one young man was almost everything about prac- ics;' Vitramon; and Waverly the week will be held at "U.S. printed in the next issue of
able to maintain an A aver- tically nothing." Dr. Heller Silversmiths. The eXhibits in- '63," Fairfield University's own the STAG.
. age in Spanish. father is sure stated that "Science is indivis(Con't
on Page 7, Col. 1)
(Con't on Page 8, Col. 4)
.J
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STUDENT OPINION POLL.
By BOB BOLLO

JG.lTlfS Da.vdsOl\.,

The first edition of Inside Story acquainted you with eight
positive advantages the proposed new form of Student Government has over the existing Student Council. It must have been
quite obvious as you scanned these advantages that the present
Council leaves muoh to be desired. In order to substantiate the
claim that the new three-branch system can be more efficient
and effective, this column will analyze the proposed structure
and scope of each branch.
EXECUTIVE BRANCH
The' Executive Branch has ·as its primary function the responsibility to carry out all regulations formulated in' the Legislature. The duties of this branch will be executed through its
three officers, an Executive Board chairman, and the five committees constituting the Executive Board.
1) President: The President of the Executive Branch will be
elected by the entire student body. He must be a senior. This
man will be responsible ultimately for the coordination and
activity of the entire branch.
2) Vice-President: The Vice~President, also elected by the
Student Association, must be a junior. Besides having voice and
vote in this branch, he will be President of the Legislature.
3) Treasurer: The Treasurer, either a junior or a senior, will
be likewise voted into office by the student body. He will reign
as chairman over the Financial Committee.
The Executive Board, under the guidance of the Executive
chairman, who is appointed by the President and subject to the
approval of the Legislature, will consist of the following:
1) Financial Committee: This committee, headed by the Treasurer, will be primarily concerned with the government finances
. and the proposed Activity Fee.
2) Activities Committee: With a chairman appointed by the
President and approved by Legislature, this committee will
handle such items as an activities calendar and honor points.
3) Social Committee: The responsibility in this group lies in
the formulation and coordination of a social calendar and its
enforcement. Here too, the chairman is appointed.
4) Grievance Committee: With an appointed chairman, this
committee executes all grievances (e.g. the food survey).
5) Correspondence Committee: This committee takes care of
all correspondence within the three branches, takes minutes of
Executive Board meetings, and handles all communication with
other agents.
The membership of each committee is drawn directly from
the student body. This system was devised in order to create
greater unity and awareness in the student body.
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
The Legislative Branch of the Student Government will
have the following power:
1) to determine with concurrence of the University Dean of
Discipline, the disciplinary and social code of the Student Association.
2) to determine the needs of the University community and
act to fill those needs by legislation.
3) to provide such funds as is necessary for the enactment
of that legislation.
4) to approve and/or censure the activities of all extra-curricular organizations outside the area of disciplinary OF social action.
5) to determine the extent to which the University on the
student level, shall participate in intercollegiate affairs.
6) to approve or reject Executive appointments to either the
Executive Branch or the Judicial Branch.
7) to determine the rules of action for all branches of the
Student Government.
8) to call before the Legislature, in committee, reports or
members from the Executive Branch of the Student Association.
9) to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the foregoing powers.
There will be one reoresentative for every fifty students.
Three areas of the Student Association will be represented: offcampus boarders, on-campus boarders, and day-hop students.
Each group will have at least one representative. The number
of legislators for sophomores, juniors, and seniors shall depend on
the class freshman year representation regardless of the number
of members presently in that class at the time of nominations.
Committees in the Legislature shall be Ways and Means,
Grievance, Activities, Legislative, and Financial. In these bodies
all bills will be processed and later brought to the floor.
JUDICIAL BRANCH
The Judicial Branch of the Student Government will have
the ultimate resoonsibility of enforcing the regulations of the
University and will have jurisdiction in all cases where U?-i~er
sity regulations are violated by undergraduates. Two dlstmct
Courts will comprise the Judicial Branch.
1) Student Court: The Student Court is an appellate Court
and will sit in <all cases not concerning withdrawal, suspension,
or probation, but may recommend such action to the Supreme
Court. Nine Justices, a Recorder, and a Clerk of Court, all
appointed to office by the President after completion of petition
signing by the students, will constitute this Court. Only eight
Justices will have voice and vote in cases, with the Chief Justice.
voting only in case ofa tie. A minimum of five and necessarily
any odd number higher to nine is 'a quorum for any session.
.
Any member of the University community (students, administration, and faculty) may report. violations of College regulations to the Dean of Men, who will notify the offender of his
punishment two weeks prior to the date of service of punishment.
The student then has the right to appeal to the Student Court,
if he feels the tmnishment unwarranted or unjust. It will be
left to the offender to supply proof of his innocence. Offending
groups may also appeal and each individual will be given the
opportunity to speak. At all times the Court will operate behind
closed doors, and the punishment passed by this Court will be
commensurate with the offense, according to the Code established in the Legislature. ~
2) Supreme Court: Consisting of the Chief Justice ~of the
Student Court, the Dean of Men, and the Dean of Studies, the
Supreme Court will be concerned with cases involving possible
suspension, expulsion, or probation. Functioning by writ of
certiorari, the Supreme Court requires only one positive vote of
its membership to hear a case. The Dean of Studies shall conduct
each meeting.
The above presentation, it must be remembered, is an analysis
of only suggested proposals. Before the Student Association has
the opportunity to vote, the administration must approve the
constitution. The Council sincerely invites any comment or
criticism on these proposals, because this constitution, if ratified,
will be your constitution.

QUESTION:
Would you be :iil" Javor .::>f
dropping the Bachelot! '.of SO,cial.
Science Degree and include
those candidates under the
Bachelor of Arts program?
ANSWER:
John Burke, '64
Yes, I would be in· favor of
including all social science majors upder the arts program.
The separate classification of
social science causes confusion
outside of the school. It is difficult to convince people' that
there is an equivalent value to
the Bachelor of Social Science
degree.
Frank Zaino, '66
The B.S.S. degree at Fairfield
is a well rounded curriculum
with many possibilities for majors. However, since our B.S.S.
program is equivalent to a B.A.
degree at most colleges, with
the exception of Greek, I feel
it only fair for the Fairfield student to receive a B.A. A B.A.
degree will bring more prestige
to the student than a B.S.S.,
since most people don't realize
what constitutes a B.S.S. degree.
John Briggs, '65
I definitely support the idea
of changing the B.S.S. to B.A.
Many college students are taking the same courses as the
B.S.S. students and are receiving a B.A. degree. There is also
the inconvenience of explaining
how the B.S.S. differs from the
B.A.. when applying for a job.
The present B.A. course could
be changed to an honors course
in order to insure an interest in
a Latin background.
Bil! Hald, '63
Yes, I do favor such a move.
I feel that a B.A.. degree has
more prestige than a B.S.S. degree. The requirements in this
university for a B.S.S. degree
are relatively the same as those
required elsewhere for a B.A.
'degree.
Joseph Casson, '65
The Bachelor of Arts degree
requires two years of college
Latin and recommends Greek.
As a History maj.or I wish to
concentrate as much as possible
in my selected field and associated fields.
All a Bachelor of Arts degree
would do for me is use up two
more credit years in a field for
which I have absolutely no
desire.
If the requirements for· B.A.
are two years of Latin and
Greek then I don't want it, and
a~~ student so de~iring the addltIonal and questIonable added
prestige of a B.A. should take
a regular B.A. course and those

I
I

wishing a liberal concentration should' consider dropping the
in some social. science should. B.S.S. degr~e ~lJ. favor of includremain "in g.S~S:
.
-. ing all students under the BachTo adapt. one or the othe~ ~,of elor of Scien<;.e o'r Bach~lor. of
these courses to the other is to Arts program. A student s hIgh
decrease the individual value of school performance along with
both.
his performance in the college
John Monks, '64
board exami~ation sI:0uld sup. f
f d
ply enough mformatIOn to the
I wou Id b e In
avor 0
rop- d . . t t'
11'
d'
. g th'
1 a mInIS ra
OWIngt a eCIpm
e B ac h e1or 0f So'
cIa.
t lOn,
h' a bTt
SCience degree and including sI~m as . 0 IS. all y 0 carry
those candidates under the hImself m, a SCIence or. watered
Bachelor of Arts program be- down program. For thIS. reason
cause the B.S.S. degree has no I am m favor of droppll'~g the
real distinction of its own and B.S.S. program here at FaIrfield.
does not deserve a separate Roger Messier, '65
classification.
I believe that the Bachelor of
Peter Madonia, '66
Social Science degree should be I feel that the -administratIon
(Con't on Page 11. Col. 3)

On~Mu1.n

(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
LoiJes of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

NOW YOU CAN BE YOUNGER
TItAN SHE IS
It is a scientific fact that, girls reach emotional maturity earlier
than boys. For this reason freshman girls are reluctant to make
romantic alliances with freshman boys, but instead choose men
from the upper classes.
.
Thus the freshman boys are left dateless, and many is the
night the entire freshman dorm sobs itself to sleep. An equally
moist situation exists among upper-class girls. With upper-class
men being snapped up by freshman girls, the poor ladies of the
upper class are reduced to dreary, manless evenings of Monopoly and home permanents.
It pleasures me to report there is a solution for this morbid
situation-indeed, a very simple solution. Why don't the two
great have-not groups-the freshman boys and the upper-class
girls-find solace with each other?
True, there is something of an age differential, but that need
not matter. Take, for example, the case of Albert Payson
Sigafoos and Eustacia Vye.
Albert Payson, a freshman in sand and gravel at Vanderbilt
University, was walking across the campus one day, weeping
softly in his loneliness. Blinded by tears, ,he stumbled upon

SINGER
offers

SUMMER EMPlOYMENT
WITH
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A unique summer employment opportunity with challenging career possibilities,
limited only by your ambition and ability, with a wellestablished international organization, is available to all
undergraduates.
Work this summer in one
of the 1600 branches of the
SINGER Sewing Machine
Company near your home.
Gain' valuable business experience while earning salary
plus commission. Your potential abilities will be developed by our proven training
program.
Successful men who wish
to finance their education
may continue on a part-time
basis during school term. All
successful men will be given
a graduation career opportunity.
Eleven Student Recruits in
the United States will receive
a $300 scholarship from the
Company:
For personal interview,
write, stating name and location of college, area of desired employment. course or
major, and year of graduation. to:
SINGER SEWING
MACHINE COMPANY
30 .Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, New York
Attn: Mr. L. J. Ringler,
Personnel Director
Executive Office-62nd Floor

the supine form of Eustacia Vye, a senior in wicker and raffia,
who was collapsed in a wretched heap on the turf.
"Why don't you watch where you're going, you minor youth?"
said Eustacia peevishly.
"I'm sorry,lady," said Albert Payson and started to move
on. But suddenly he stopped, struck by an inspiration. "Lady,"
he said, tugging his forelock, "don't think me forward, but I
know why you're miserable. It's because you can't get a date.
Well, neither can 1. So why don't we date each other?"
"Surely you jest!" cried Eustacia, looking with scorn upon
his tiny head and body.. .
'._ . '. __ .
"OlI, I know I'm younger than you are;" saId Albert Payson;
"but that doesn't mean we can't find lots of fun things to do
together."
."Like what?" she asked.
"Well," said Albert Payson, "we could build a Snowman."
"Bah!" said Eustacia, grinding her teeth.
"All right then," said Albert Payson, "we could go down to
the pond and catch some frogs."
"Ugh!" said Eustacia, shuddering her entire length.
"How about some Run-Sheep-Run?" suggested Albert Payson.
"You are callow, green, and immature," said Eustacia, "and
.I will thank you to remove your underaged presence from
mine eyes." "
Sighing, Albert Payson lighted a cigarette and started away.
"Stay!" cried Eustacia.
He stayed.
"Was that a Marlboro Cigarette you just lighted?" she asked.
"What else?" said Albert Payson.
"Then you are not immature!" she exclaimed, clasping him
to her clavicle. "For to smoke Marlboros is the very essence
of wisdom, the height of American know-how, the incontrovertible proof that you can tell gold from dross, right from
wrong, fine aged tobaccos from pale, pathetic substitutes. Albert
Payson, if you will still have me, I am yours!",
"I will," he said, and did, and today they are married and
run the second biggest wicker and raffia establishment in
Duluth, Minnesota.
@ 1963 Mas Bhul.......

*

* *

Freshman, sophomore, junior, senior-all classes, ages, types,
and conditions-will enjoy mild, rich, filter-tip Marlboroavailable in pack or box in every oT}e of our fifty statf:s.
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Tickets On Sale For Spring
Production "Glass Menagerie"
'Tickets are now on sale for
the Dramatic Society's Spring
Production. Fr. Laurence S.
Mullin, S.J., is supervising the
production and finances of the
play. As producer and moderator
of the Society, he will invite the
new theater's contributors to the
premiere performances, on April
25-27. The play will be staged
publicly May I-May 4. Special
student rates will be offered on
May I' and 2.
Mr. Robert Emerich -is directing the production. Rehearsa Is
are being held almost every evening. Both the cast and the stage
crew are supervised by Mr.
Emerich. The cast includes Mrs.

groups and has directed numerous stage productions. She has
participated in: other Fairfield
productions including "Hamlet."
Mr. Edenbach appeared in the
oampus production of "Shadow
of My Enemy"; Mr. Majoros will
be seen in his first major role
with the Drama Society.
The stage crew is, working on
the construction of the set lighting, sta,ge props, painting and
costumes.
This production of "The Glass
Menagerie" marks the debut of
the work of Tennessee Williams

on our campus. Mr. Williams is
known as "one of the most out~
standing dramatists to appear on
the American theatrieal scene
Susan Hyra, who will be seen since World War II." He is the
in the role of Laura; Mrs. Vera
Meyers will be oast as Amanda; recipient of both awards of
and two Fairfield students, Rob- acclamation, and disclamations
ert Edenbach as Jim O'Connor, oil' I protest.
and James Majoros in the role of
Williams has said of this
Tim Wingfield.
play: "Being a memory play,
'The Glass Menagerie' can 'be
Mrs. Hyra attended the Boston presented with unusual freedom
University School of Drama, and of convention. Because of its
has been associated with the considerably delicate or tenous
American Theatre Wing and the material, atmospheric touches
Westport Country Playhouse. and subtleties of direction play
She has also appeared in: lead a particu1arly important part.
roles of oampus productions at Expressionism and all other unAlbertus Magnus College and conventional
techniques
in
Fairfield TJ.
drama have only one valid aim,
Mrs. Meyers has performed and that is, a closer approach to

GRAND KNIGHT ELECT George Egan pose's' with his fellow officers of Ignation Council K of Cfrom left to right seated are: Guy Caputo, Lecturer; Tom Curtin, Chancellor; Jerry Norton, Warden; Grand Knight Eagan; Michael Dillon, Deputy Grand Knight; and Richard Meehan, Recording Secretary. Standing I. to r. are: Ronald Bianchi, Trustee; Victor Costellu, Treasurer; Joseph
Keefe, Advocate; and Gary Kwaitkowski, Corresponding Secretary. Absent: Richard Kappenberg, Outside Guard; John Carway, Inside Guard; Gill Cass,' 2nd Trustee; Thomas Connors, 3rd
Trustee.
'
(

KofC. Elects Eagail Grand Knight;

Wi;~~~~:;;dr;;~~ONAUTY F~!.. .~~2~nlli~~~!;

f?!.. ·!~m-:~~~.~~

At its April 4 meeting, the I spondi~g Secretary, Gary Kwiat- inating committee.
Mr. Jordan is neither. Repub- Ignatian Council voted to install k?wskI.; and Trustees Ronal?
On Saturday, April 7, the new
BIanchI, Tom Connors, ,and GIl officers met to discuss the schedlican or Democrat. He would
ule for the remainder of the
resist a tax cut unless ,federal into twelve offices each person Casso
Past Grand Knight, Kenneth year. Names of Committee
spending were also reduced. He previously nominated by a comsees nothing on the horizon mittee headed by Daniel Smoth- Dubuc was the honored guest of Chairmen will be discussed by
which would act as an economic ergill. George Egan, '65, was Grand Knight Lafitte and Chap- the Grand Knight Elect, the
incentive, but he believes that acclaimed Grand Knight of the lain, The Rev. T. Everett Mc- Deputy Grand Knight Elect, and
an innovation such as the de.
.
.
.~
Peake. It was at this meeting ,the Board of Trustees. The sugvelopment of monorail trans- CounCIl, WIth MIchael, DIllon also that Fraternal Activities gestions of the Nominating Comportation, systems would be a assuming the chair of Deputy Chairman, Jeff Clairmont pre- mittee will be used as a guidegreat boost because of its eco- Grand Knight. During this year sented the Knight of the Month line for the final decisions. Final
nomic potentialitie,s:
thfse posts have been served by Award to Br. Robert Foy, active chokes will be announced at
Inflation, according to this MIchael Lafitte and Vincent in the Council for three years, the annual K of C Banquet.
economist, is not a remote pos- D'Alessandro respectively.
sibil1ty when people have apChosen for the remaining chair
proximately $101 billion in savings <lccounts. Will they or positions in the Council were
won't they spend it? With all Tom Curtin, Chancellor, and
this talk on present day eco- Jerry Norton, Warden. Other
nomics Mr. Jordan is, quite officers for the coming year are
naturally, interested in having Victor Costello, Treasurer; Rean "economics seminar" which cording Secretary, Richard Meewould be participated in by stu- han; Guards, John Carway and
dents with a bent to this subFESTIVAL'
jed area.
. The Clay Report
(Con't from Page I. Col. 4)
Because of the newspaper
Sunday morning, the c'ouples
strike most of us haven't had
the opportunity to take a detail- will attend the 10 o"clock Mass
ed look at the recently publish- in Loyola Chapel. Following
ed 'Clay Report cortcerning the Mass wiil be a communion
Foreign Aid, Mr. 'Jordan's first breakfast in Loyola cafeteria;
hand opinion is that he dis~ the speaker at the breakfast
agrees with the recommendation will be announced in the next
that more aid to African nations edition of the STAG.
should come from Europe. "In
Sunday afternoon, the FestiForeign aid, more basic pro- val will reach its climax when
grams should be 'carried out. The Four Preps present a consuch as the building of roads."
cert lin Ithe Igymnasium. IThe
Mr. Jordan teaches in both Preps, Capitol recording stars,
the undergraduate and graduate have' met with unequalled enschools. He is a member of the thusiasm as they've toured thEt
American Financial Association, country combining college conand is on the faculty of Ameri- certs 'with, night club and TV
can Institute of Banking. In the
appearances. "The Four Preps
class room he does not just stick In Concert" is open to all stuto the text-book, but often fills dents, as well as to the general
in with practical experiences public.
from his involvement in the
business imd financial world.
The I' e a 1 determinant of
qualified economists these days
. an enviable position for a man who was failing.
is to discover who handles the
And to what does he attribute his success?
family purse strings. No comAUTOMATED LEARNING LABORATORIES ...
ment as yet from Mrs. Jordan.

I
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MR. EDWARD A. JORDAN
By JOHN TIMMEL

That "they are cheaper by the
dozen"
probably
won't be
thought of in history as the
Edward A. Jordan Theory, but
there is little doubt that thi~
member, of Fairfield's Economics
department is one of the great
eV8mDIes of that principle's
validity. In March, Mr. and Mrs.
Jordan, who live in Fairfield
with their eleven children, became the parents of.a twelfth
child, their sixth son. It smacks
of irony that Mr. Jordan should
be an economist.
Mr. Jordan came to the Universi,ty in 1953 from A.T. and T.
where he was an economist.
Having had experience in the
world of business, he feels that
business majors should have
economics courses, or at least
the priciples of economics course
should be required, because "it
is of great use in understanding
the economics of other countries,
especially with the growth of
the European Common Market.
ENGLISH COURSE ADDED
The English Department has
announced that an additional
course will'be 'offered next
ye'ar. The course. taught by
Fr. Albert Reddy, S.J. will
cOIisist of a thorough analysis
"}f the poetry of T. S. Eliot.
William Butler Yeats. and W.
H. Auden. As yet. the course
1:las not officially bE:en assigned a number. but it will prob'lbly be English 167-168. The
~ode number H. however. is
iefinite.
Fr. Reddy indicated that
he had been thinking of such
1 course for some time. and
"nat after consultation with'
Fr. Ryan. chairman of the
iepartment and Fr. Coughlin.
~he course was accepted. Further information can be obtained from 'any of the above.

Stude·nt!

PARIS ...

for study's sake

I

Fathers' Council Will
Meet On Sat., April 20
On' Sunday, April 20 the committees of the Fathers' Council
will hold a day-long series of
meetings.
Each committee will meet at
a prearranged time during the
day. The purpose of -these meetings is to formalize the plans
and objectives of the various
committees.
I
After the first meeting of the
Executive Board of the Fathers'
Council, letters were sent to the
fathers of all Fairfield students
asking for volunteers to work
on the committees. Fifty-five
affirmative responses have been
received to these leHers,

I

The Paris Honors Program. A
ten·month academic program for
superior juniors and a few exceptional sophomores. Includes
full liberal arts curriculum under
French professors, opportunities
for study in the University of
Paris, intensive French, resi~deoce with Parisian families or
in student homes, field study,
ocean passages. Cost: $2,475.
Intermediate French and at least
B average required.
Other programs in Vienna and
in Freiburg, West Germany. For
more information on all programs, write (giving name of your
college and year in sc·hool) to:

The Institute
of European Studies
Admissions Office
35 E. Wacker Drive· Chicago I, III,

where a student can brush·up, be tutored or
advance at his own pace, guided by sure·fire
computer techniques that broaden learning
capacity. The range of courses includes
almost all found within the normal
curriculum and then some ... and sessions can
be scheduled to meet your convenience.
Contin.uous surveys have proven that the average
student needs only a limited number of sessions
in which to improve himself permanently. For a
·free folder" giving ALL's philosophy and a list
of available courses, write or call today ..

•
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Editorial Commentary

Compulsory Mass: Admission Of FailureLast issue's editorial concerning
compulsory Mass posited one com~
man explanation for the system
which advocates compulsion to provide the occasion for commitment.
Using compulsion to force commitment tO,or away from, the
Church and using the privilege to
live in the dormitory as a sanction,
are admissions of failure by the au~
thorities here to develop an atmosphere favorable
to commitment
through their personal contacts and
through the efforts of the alreadycommitted.
The
pro-compulsion minority
facilely demonstrate the effectiveness
. of the system by producing. statistics
proving the greater participation in
the sacraments with compulsion.
The statistics are opposesd by the
antagonism such a system· evokes
and by the less tangible, but no less
real. breach between the cleric and
layman.
The central question concerning
compulsion, then, changes from

"Narrow Mindedness"

"What is a Catholic?" to "Is compulsion the only means to the end?"
We cannot consider the former
question because the emotional reaction to compulsion clouds the issue of commitment.
The shortcomings of pastoral care
and the approaches to the issue of
the Catholic collegian in the Catholic University must be radically
analyzed through the discussion of
three questions: What· is a. priest?
Second, Why a Catholic college for
laymen? And thirdly, What is a
community?
.
From a negative viewpoint: Is a
priest to be a policeman for capricious undeigrads, professor, moderator of activities, Retreat master,
lecturer,-is the sum total of these
the definition of a priest? Where is
the guidance and counseling? What
are we training priests for? Does the
Church sincerely believe that one
Dean of Resident Students, plus one
assistant Dean, plus a handful of
Prefects, who must also prepare

classes, plus a host of-other professors, who are also priests, will have
any real pastoral effect on this community of Catholic collegians? Is
presence enough for a priest to fulfill his pastoral role?
Again, negatively: What is the
Catholic collegian coming to the
Catholic college for? Isn't one of the
reasons to be in a Catholic environment ,and community? Is this a
community when it is held together
by. the black strands of type in a rule
book and little personal contact? Is
the Chapel here to bring individuals back into the Church or to
work toward greater growth in the
Church?
.
If any means is true to commitment, it is' the means which necessarily involves personal development
through the growth. within the
committed and their personal contact with the persons who are uncommitted or committed .away Jrom
. the Church. How can the. uncommitted find the person of Christ in

LETTERS TO THE. EDITOR

a society In which there are so few
persons?
The present system of compulsory Mass may have to remain as a
temporary evil. But we cannot tolerate ~e use of such an imperfect
means under the banner of antioriginal sin techniques for any
lengthy period. This Lenten suspension of the compulsory rule must
not merely be a period to count
heads and denounce the late-risers
and the uncommitted'. This is the
time for re-thinking and re-working
the Prefects' role in dormitory
life; the. "finger-in-the-dike" 'fact of
two Spiritual Advisors among a
thousand students; the amount of
time the priest has for personal contact and counseling.
Perhaps, admitting practical exigencies, the system must remain for
this semester. But September must
bring new life and a n~w approach
to Fairfield as a community or the
commitment will long remain limited to only a few.

PUBLIC DEFENSE

Fellow' Catholics:
To the Editor:
I have not waged arguments, "int:>
Occasionally circumstances in a rethe early morning hours," as to the
putable person's life compel him to ex:
bring about both truth and sincerity.
effectiveness and benefits of such a
press and to defend himself publicly.
You again speak ,of a choice to be
ruling as compulsory mass attendance.
This is one of those rare times forme,
Catholic based on what you think is
Gentlemen:
From my standpoint as a "cold CathoMy unusually ardent desire to try'
a necessary prerequisite, "community
lic," the ultimate decision will have
my skills in competing for a, place on
I had not previously been aware
commitment - through compulsion.".
little effect as to my attendance. HowWhere is the commitment when the
that New' Frontiers was a literary 'the roster of the school team here at.
ever, I would appreciate this oppor;the University. After two and one-half
activity' is induced by compulsion?
publication,
or that .precise philosophic 'wee,ks o~ practice I was informed by
tunity to set forth my view;x>int, from
What is the community problem, and
a very unauthoritative position on
means of a posted bulletin that I was
why is compulsory Mass attendance the 'definition was Scholastic jargon.
(STAG: March 27, '63). Again may I . no longer considered a candidate for
Yarrow Road, not strictly concerning
only answer to this problem?
.
thank
you
for
setting
us
all
straight.
the ruling, but in answer to the narrow
the squad. Up. to that time there had
Again, I .stress the point that I am
mindedness exhibited in the editorial
Sincerely,
not even been formal try-outs for the
only putting forth certain questions
of March 27, 1963.
John L. Bonn, S.J.
position for which I was trying.
which came to mind while reading
I guess I m~st be under a, grave misFirst. of all, I question the validity
this editorial, and take insult with
apprenhension in thinking that a canof the source (if there was one) which
accusation as to my off-campus colddidate's abilities should be duly scrutprompted the' author of this editorial
ness as a Catholic. Sirs, you do not
inized
by those in charge before he is
to put forth such a sweeping generaleven know me!
flung by the wayside. It seems only
ization concerning the concept of a
Sincerely, .
fair to me. I could understand my being
Gentlemen:
Catholic held by the so-called "majorBrian FitzGerald '64
rejected if I had displayed incompetity." Who have you approached, and'
In the last issue of the STAG you;
ence at my intended position, but only!
are certain that he was a true reprethe minority who' does not break the
three days of outdoor practice pre'sentative of the majority opinion?'you
precepts of the church -etc. "does not
ceded my dishonorable dIscharge.
speak of a "definition of a Catholic
fulfill the full definition of Catholic
Atone of our practice sessions we
Layman," held by the "minority," yet
Layman." Isn't it about time that the.
candidates
were· told that interest in
fail to give it. What is your concept of
number ofnon-,Catholic laymen, who
the sport and sacrifice for the team
a true Catholic Layman?
obey the precepts of the church and
meant just as much as ability did. I
In your comparison of the Catholic
therefore contribute to' its support,
don't
enjoy disproving, statements but
,
school (concerned with both the truth
were let in on the big Joke? I wish to
To the Editor:
I'm a walking contradiction of that one.
and good) and the secular school (con.thank
the
S':fAG
for
letting
me
know
Most popular among the various ar~
I subjected myself to a great deal of
. cerned with merely truth) I question
in time.
.
guments put forth in favor of the dispersonal sacrifice on behalf of the team
"your understanding of what' truth is.
continuance of compulsory Mass on
A man wearjng a uniform and carryand it got me nowhere. Perhaps our
Can truth be divorced from, or lacking
campus are: (1) our two sister New
ing a gun is not necessarily a soldier,
baseball team would be able to show a
in good? I fail to see the distinction
England Jesuit colleges have done so,
but you seem to believe that if YOU .better recol'd if unjust incidents such as
made between truth' and good, and on
therefore Fairfield must follow suit;
could froce him to put on a uniform
miJ;le were prevented from occurring.
a purely philosophical' basis wonder if
(2) where one is forced. to attend Mass,
and carry a gun twice a week, you
Sincerely,
you do. Further, if for purposes of disvery little spirituai benefit can be
(Con't on Page 7, Col. 1)
Joseph DeFelice '65
cussion, we assume your distinction to
gained; and (3) the compulsion stifles
be true, what makes you feel that Caththe incentive of the individual to attend
olic schools have a monopoly on good.
l\1ass on his own.
Again, I ask what are "the full rami• The first argument merits no discusfications of his (a student's)' commitment as a CatholIC?" Do you really feel . sion whatever as it bears no relevance
to the problem. The two latter arguthat a student's choice of not attendments, though popular; require some
ing. Mass a prescribed number of times
q ualification.
a week (not of course considering the
When a student has the desire to
reasons b~hind such a choice, except
Published bi-weekly by Students of .Fairfield University during regular university year,
attend Mass where compulsion exists,
to assume· corruption) necessitates a
except
during holiday ,and exarninati,,\n periods. The subscription rate is ·'two ,dollars 'and
that
pressure
becomes
remote.
Thus,
stand as to his Catholicity! I cannot see
fifty cents per year: address. :-;:-Box 913, Ca~pion' Hall. ".
one attending Mass of his own accord,
.the conneotion between an "off-campus"
although an external compulsion exists,
0- Represented for' National Advertising by
boarder· imd a non-Catholic, nor the
will receive the 'same amount of grace
National Advertising .Service, ·Inc.
basis for your ridiculous ordering of
.office,: Campion 101-1O~" :Phone CL ·6-1011'; Ext. 30'7 (Editor: CI:. 9~9162)
he would were the.te· no compulsion.··
Catholicism into three levels of varyLikewise, many students, as CatholICS,
EDITOR-IN-GRIEF
ing heat intensities. However, I do see,
VINCENT R. D'ALESSANDRO
that to make such a scandalous accusa~ have the desire to attend Mass, but
.let
•.EDITORIAL BOARD
due to one reason or another, lack th~
tion does entail a lack of information,
•
PRODUCTION - JAY L. LA CROIX
necessary· drive to _actually get- to
both as to the nature of a Catholic
. ..l'
.PERSONNEL ~ iUCHARD.M.. LAWUSS
Mass..For them, the~ compulsion serves
'andto the nature of your oppbsition.'
MF.M8ER·
- BUSJl'ESS - JEFF CLAIRMONT
'"''''
.
You speak of i'worshipping as a Catho- :as an added push. Or' impetus enabling
CIRCULATIOlf .- THOMAS EHMAN, ROBERT BOLW' ,
them to fulfill a wish they might not
lic," wen, worship and Mass attendance
otherwise attain.
EDITORIALS - James C. Moore. Gene' Massey, Peter L. Goss,
are not necessarily synonom·ous. There
. John Scott, Dale A. McNulty
Along with the grace derived from
are other methods used to worship
attendance at Mass, there is also the
EDITORS
(during the week!) which are just as
added. grac,r gained from the practice
valid and in which real freedom may
NEWS
. LAYOUT
FEATURES
of the virtues' of obedience ill yielding
WILLIAM ·FLAHIVE
THOMAS C4LDERWOOD, JR.' DAVID S. AURANDT
to a higher authoritY,and humility in
,
PHOTO
ASsistant News Editor
Assistant Sports' Editor
the recognition of and submission to
Due to the Easter recess. a number of
ROBERT VUOLO
Jeff Campbell
Thomas Cook
changes have been made in the publicaJOSEPH CARD
that
authority.
tion schedule for the April Z4 issue. All
ADVERTISING
Special News
For those downright indignant at
Editors and s1aff members please note the
Assislants to the Editor
condensed schedule:
JOHN CRAIG
Gil Cass
Thomas Finn
attending Mass under. compulsion,. it
4/18-News and Sports deadline. 4 p.m.
can be supposed that they are, more
FACULTY
MODERATOR
4/18-Editorial Board Meeting, 6:30 ·p.m.
than not, indignant at attending Mass,
REV. RICHARD COSTELLO, S.J.
4/19-Layout staff report fQr headline
regardless of the compulsion, or for
writing and proofreading, 4 p.m.
STAFF
that matter, the day of the week. Yet,
4/21-Final Layout, 3 p.m.
they, too, are in a position to gain
Photo: Dennis Dickinson, John Ploehn
4/24-Circwation
grace, and as Catholics, should have
News: Sean Maloney, Stephen O'Neil, John Pecka, Albert Thomas, Claude Frechette, Kirk
All .reporters are to receive their assignthe integrity to accept it where it is
Stokes, Edward Schuck, .Thomas Schlueter, Dennis Donahue, Peter Valuckas.
ments before leaving on the Easter recess.
presented to them.
Robert Bolio, James DaVldson
.
What is important is that Catholic
Layout: Robert Mazzochi, Richard Meehan, Michael Fix, Alfred Roach, Sean Maloney,
All Lellers-to-the-Editor must be subJohn Geraghty
.
milled one week previous to the publicastudents participate in this sacrifice as
tion date. They must be typewritten.
frequently as possible. Compulsion canFeatures: ~~f[;a~mJ:~n~~'foh~o~~;~~ier. Kevin Ecclesine, Leo Paquette, Martin Pino,
double-spaced. and are subject to deletion
not hinder thisS. goal.
'. 1
Sports: Walter Donnelly, Richard Kinney, William Connelly
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Thanks To The STAG

"Compulsion Cannot
Binder This Goal"
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FlJ To Host Series 0/
Shakespeare Lectures
Fairfield University will again
host the series of lectures given
in conjunction with the Stratford Shakespeare Theater. The
lectures, will be given at 8:00
p.m. on April 25, May 2, and
May 9, in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The lectures will serve' to introduces the public to the Shakespeare Theater and familiarize
them wit h the production
scheduled for this year.
This year's productions, King
Lear. The Comedy of Errors.
and Henry V. will be highlighted by the return of Morris Carnovsky to the Festival in the
role of Lear. Mr. Carnovsky has
won acclaim in previous Sh!!kespeare Festival productions and
has recently appeared on Broadway in Rhinoceros.
The Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J.
will give the lecture on King
Lear. It is hoped that Mr. Carnovsky will be available for 'one
of the other lectures.
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Labor Relations
Speakers Featured
At SAM Seminar
Last. Monday, April 8, the
second S.A.M. Industrial Relations Seminar featured Mr. E.
Thomas Borsody of Harvey
Hubbel, Inc. Mr. \ Borsody, a
B.A. graduate of the University
of Connecticut maintains the
position of Personnel Director
at the Bridgeport firm, and
spoke on "Personnel Relations
in a Non-Union Shop."
Stressing the function of the
Labor Relations Department in
unorganized labor shops, Mr.
Borsody dis{:ussed the actual
practices· used, and the difficulties encountered. He also'
evaluated the effectiveness of
the frequently used tools of
analysis. Concluding with a:
dialogue on the contemporary
LEO PAQUETTE (I.) receives gavel from James Trowbridge;
aspects
of Labor Relations, Mr.
felh)w Democrat looks on.
accepted challenges
~>-------------- Borsody
from
the
audience
on such isand James McDonald and Jo-

Psych. Club Features
Fr. McGrath ~ecture
On Thursday evening, March
28, the Psychology Club presented Rev. Thomas McGrath,
S.J., lecturing on "Psychoanalysis and the Arts." Fr. McGrath
discussed the basic Freudian
concepts on which he feels
much of modern art is based.
After outlining some of the
Freudian concepts, especially
those concerning youth's im-'
pressionable stages, Fr. McGrath pointed out their influence on modern writers.
The lecture was followed by
Alfred Hitchcock's production
of "Rear Window." The attendance at the combined lecture
and movie was over four hundred.

•

Paquette To Head
Young Democrats
..on Thursday, April 4 the

Yoqng Democratic Club held
elet:tion of officers. Those elected' were: Leo Paq,ueJte,. president; Jay LaCroix, vice-president; David Bannon, secretary;
Michael McGuiness, treasurer

seph Ploszay, executive board
delegates.
The club's plans for the future include a constitutional
revision and attendance at the
State Convention of Young
Democratic Clubs to be held
April 19 and 20 at the Roger
Smith Hotel in Waterbury. The
club will have eight votes at
this convention.

FU Foreign Students Attend
· · Reception
SSOclatlon
Bpt. UTN A

Nietzche: Topic Of
Phil. Club Meeting

MR. BOETTE
sues as Right to Work Laws,
Employee Fringe Benefits, and
Automation Displacement.
Preceeding this presentation,
the S.A.M. Seminar featured
John F. Boette on March 25,
who described the Labor Relationsfunction in Union Organized firms. The Fair,field University Chapter, Society for
Advancement of Management,
plans to conclude this series
following the Easter recess
with ·a spokesman for Organized Labor.

Western Mass. Club
To Co-Sponsor Dance

On Wednesday, April 3, the . The Western Massachusetts
Philosophy Club met to discuss Area Club will co-sponsor the
Nitezsche's Thus Spake Zarathusira. The discussion was led annual Intercollegiate Dance to
by Joseph Esposito, '64.
be held April 15, at the Wycoff
The next meeting will be Country Club in Holyoke, Mass.
held Wednesday, April 24, at
~30 p.m. in the Campion Hall The Fairfield Club is planning
Room. The topic will the spring affair in
. be the Essays of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Further details will be with the area. clubs of Boston
posted on the Philosophy Club's; College, St. Anselm's College,
bulletin board in room 130, and Providence College.
Xavier Hall.
"The object of studying EmerWith the proceeds from the
son's philosophy is to under- dance plus future events, the
sta~d the heritage of American club hopes to set up a schoLarphilos.ophy, and thu.s relate' the ship fund for incommg
.
stu d ents
'AmerIcan perspectIve to the
"
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uropean, sa e
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By SEAN P. MALONEY
"I feel that these aids are
On April 1, the Bridgeport given to develop these counArea Association for the United tries as markets of U.S. indusNations presented a reception tries.
for- the foreign students in the
"The moral deterI'oratI'on of
area. There were four students h A
.
Dr. Gerald
B.
McDonald,
modf
F
.
fi
I
t
e
merIcan
people
has also
f h
h C b
rom aIr e d present. Each of d'
. t d
Wh
.
erator 0 t e Frenc
lu re- th
t d t
.
Isappom e me.
en one m
cently announced the forthcome s u en s were gIVen a every three marriages ends up
ing annual contest in French guestion to answer.
in divorce, can you say that lD~J~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
sponsored by the University
Charles Obol, '66, from Ugan- there is no threat to the inter-II
French Club. As in previous da, Africa, in answer to the nal unity and strength of the
years this contest in the oral- q-tIestion "What role would you U.S.? Families, which serve a
aural Ianguage skills will be want the U.S. to play in the the bricks in the U.S.'s founda
open to all high school boys and U.N.?", answered::
tion,' are' crumbling at a phegirls in the area between Stam- i "The U.S. has been the out-, nomenal rate. The American
ford and Hartford. Both public standing Western nation to op- people should be as much con~
and private schools have already I pose the Soviets in the U.N., if cerned with this situation as
received invitations.
the U.S. were to play a role I with the possibility of devastat·
Dr. McDonald said "This con- similar to the other western ing nuclear war.
test affords the' University natiQns, the n the. Russians
"I am disappointed that th~
French Club an opportunity to ;vould have .an easy tIme ~~rry- Japanese people are still rereward all those high school m~ out theIr. global amb~hons. garded as a sneaky, thrifty,
teachers and their students who
The U.S. IS also playmg a backward people of the Far
have been striving <to develop leading part in .minor prob- East. The fact is that we are
the listening and speaking skills le~s."
.
one of the industrial peoples
S . of the world.
instead of limiting language I
The weaknesses uf the
study to reading and testing ar.e that they are too bullymg
"Our people desire to be reconly."
"':'Ith the other West~rn Na- ognized as such and we are
LOOKING AHEAD
hans. ~ecause of U.S. aId, those equally interested, as you, in
A trophy is awarded to the countrIes a.re expected to back constructing a free, peacef'll,
winning school and individual them up m the U.N. If the and prosperous world."
With the sun moving
prizes are given to the contest- other 'Western nations would
Both Charles and Toshiyu~
,
closer·
each day it's time to
ants.
consolidate their efforts in for- said that if the countries we
.visit
us
for the new and
Three high school teachers eign aid, it would be more effi- give aid to don't vote with us
interesting in spring and
will act as judges of this com- cient.
in the U.N. and other COUl1cils,
petition which will be held on
"The U.S.'s policy is not bet- then we feel that they are besummer fashion. From our
Saturday, May 11, at 2 p.m. in ter undelstood because they ing deceitful and cut off their
exclusive natural shoulder
Canisius Hall, Room 101. The are not sending technicians and aid. The foreign nations, in
clothing. ; . to our famous
public will be invited as in the teachers to back up the aid and turn, feel that they are bE\ng
past.
let us get to know the Ameri- colonized.
furnishings styled especially
cans better. The Peace CorpS
for young men ... you _will
is a step in the right direction •.
find
proper taste and reasonfor
they
live
with
the
people."
Education Club Elects
In reply to the question, I
able prices at Rogers Peet !
Officers; Plans Picnic "What is your impression of
the U.S.?", Toshiyuki Kikuchi
At the last meeting the Edu- '63, from Japan replied:
cation Club elected its officers
o~ tG- eMm ami fB~ .Mnu
"First of all I want to thank
for the 1963-64 academic year. the people here for the way
. The new officers are James they have accepted me. It has
Stone, president; James White, been a wonderful time for me.
vice-president;
William
De"Americans e i the r aren't
Joseph, treasurer; Shaun Shan- aware of the role the U.S. is
ley, recording secretary and playing as a leader of the free
Thomas Moreau, corresponding world or don't know the qualisecretary.
ties of a leader. The attitude
President-elect Stone set of the majority of people toI" Net/) York:
forth his plans for the Educa- wards economic aid to under
tion Club for the coming year. developed countries is very
Fifth Avenue
268 Broadway
Fifth Avenue
1m
at 41st Street
at 48th Street
at Warren Street
These plans include inviting shallow and shortsighted. There
well known educators to ad- is too much emphasis on proxiBostcm: Tremont St. at Bromfield st.· Washington: Hth " G Streets, N.W. 11,1,'.',.
dress the student body. Plans mate goals and a neglect of
li'.
for a possible picnic were also mOLe important purpos.es. of
~§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lf;:
these. aids.
djs.cuss~d . aL this Jllee.ting.

French Club Holds',
High School Oral
Language Contest

I

t:.

1874

fresh taste !.
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Reviews: Theater and Music

file

muckraker

performance. They must make THE TRIAL does deserve some
their work look as though they special note on production.
Gary Bombardier
weren't working .at it at all. Filmed in France the settings
They are professionals. They are somehow without time. The
are both performers and artists. opening scene in K's room hints j.--------:--------...:....-----------------'
But don't think that these two at something out of the ordinary
In the world of 1963 the United States is faced with cha1 5
are the only ones. New York and scene by scene we are then lenges in all areas of public policy: national defense, fmeign
J'acques d'Amboise and Robert has many'. See for yourself.
taken slowlv into the dream affairs, economic and domestic policy. Upon our ability to meet
Merrill make their jobs look
Jack Pecka
world that 'has been created. these challenges may rest our survival as a·nation. As a citizen
easy. Mr." d'Amboise is "employAnthony Perkins runs sweating of the United States you will feel the consequences of our abiled bv" the New York City Balthrough this nightmare and the ity or i~abilify to'meet these challenges. Therefore you have a
let "Company. Robert Merrill
audience runs with him just as moral obligation to make yourseld' aware of these challenges.
"works for" the Metropolitan
exhausted and just as depressed. Your agreement or disagreement with the opinions in this column
Opera A~sociatjon. When you
The unique photographic and are secondary; your r:cognition of the challenge is, primary.
watch these two men at work
scenic techniques have _not a
*
*
*
*
*.
t
' the challenges facing the
YOU are able to forget how hard
Franz Kafka's THE TRIAL'' l'ttl
1 e t 0 d 0 Wl'th th e e ff ec.
One of the more important of
they are working and enjoy
In a word, THE TRIAL l'S l'n- U m
't deSt
. t h e need for formahon of an international
a t es •,0 d ay IS
h has hl't the "sl'lver screen" of the
t h eir per f ormance. T hat's rig t newly opened RKO 23rd Street deed a trl'al, but n,oteworthy for sys t em 0 f government. In the world of 196'3 the national state
th ey are per formers. Th ~y are Theater in New York. And that production.
. arc h alC
. and incapable of solving the challenges facing
performers who perform with
sys t em IS
brilliance, ability and assur- is just exactly where it willD.S.A.
the free nations of the world. The national sta'te system and the
ance .They are both profession- stay. So cold and inhuman is
laws governing it as developed by Hugo Grotius came to fruition
als and artists.
everything from characters ,to
in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. For that
setting that the human being in
time it was the logical answer to the anarchy of feudalism. Just
d'Amboise Outstanding
observance of this great machine
d out of a system 'incapable of meeting the chalas 1't d
eveIope
Fri d ay 'A
evening,
Marc
0
Ienges of, that day, so today there is a need for a new system of
b .
h ' h 15 will find himself sick and deJ acques d m Olse,
w 0 IS congoverning the free nations of the world.
,
b 1 spondent. The message l'S of
si d ere d A merica s top male a - sledge hammer effect, but it canlet star, danced the lead in the not help but be lost to the audi~he newest and ~ost encour- '
Why is there a need to change the status quo? What chalfourth part of the program, pre- ence' because it must wander agu:g deve.lopme~t m the. extra- lenges has the national state system proved itself incapable of
sented at the New York City through miles of symbolism that ordl~ary nse tOhf mterest Inbfolk meeting? I believe that it has proved itself incapable of meeting
mUSIC among e 'f
young" h as feen th e prereqUlsl
"t es 0 f na t'lOn h 00.
d Th e essence 0 f government, th e
C en t er b y th e N ew Yor k C 1't y is presented in a typical Orson th
B a 11e.
t Th e program was: S ere- Welles fashion. Unfortunately singers
e emergence
0
a
very
ew
h
t
f
t"
t
h
. se If-s,uffi'
who have merged their ear ? any na' lOn .m
eory, 'IS ~co?-omlc
clency ~nd
nade, music by Tschaikovsky, the ':!niqueness of Mr. Welles' own heterogeneous backgrounds the ablhty to def~nd ltself. Or?er wlthl.n and secunty from wlthchoreography by George Balan- creative talent does not make with a searching exploration of out are the two SIdes of the com of natlOnhood. Does the present
chine; Agnon, music by Igor this pill any easier to swallow, folk traditions. In addition to; system provide this today? Let us take the United States as an
Stravinsky, again choreography for although the sc~nes. are mo~t this, they have developed strik- example. Does she meet these p:erequisites of nationhood? In
by Balanchine; Interplay, music unusual and fascmatmg theIr ing, personalized styles. The 1961 the United States exported $20,874,000,000 worth of goods.
by Morton Gould, choreography stark bloodlessness renders not most (exciting individual on the She imported goods with a total value of $14;'720,000,000. Alby Jerome Robbins and, finally only the ch~rac~r.s but the story Iscene is Warner Brothers' new' though we had a favorable balance of trade, these figures show
Stars and Stripes, music by as an effeotIve umt too u~natur-I find; Lynn Gold.
us how clearly we are dependent-on foreign trade. If we were
John Philip Sousa and choreog- al for human comprehenslOn.
Th
t
( h
to cut ourselves off from world trade, it is highly doubtful that we
raphy by Balanchine. A varied
every cen er 0
er ex- could become economically self-sufficient. And we are the greatand beautiful program that did . Anthony
Perkins
power is the marvelous est nation in the world. In the rest of the free world, only twelve
t'
J
h K Hstars
' " asdbthet pressive
d
u
ynamism and yet tensile flex- nations in seventy had a favorable balance of trade in 1961.
th. e s .goo
"
J'ustice to the corps de ballet, VICt 1m, osep
the music and to the chore- no grea t as
e saymg goes, ibility of her voice which' is by
graphic genius of both Mr. Bal- and perhaps we might blame the the way, pure sop~ano. Besides Obviously the free nations 'of'the world are economically dependanchine and Mr. Robbins. All indigestibility of the entire film this' factor, there is -an acute ent on one another. Is' the- United States capable of defending
'f
thO Oth
f
. bl
. . .
h
itself from 'aggression? If"we'try to do ,this alone the answer is
the dancers were outstanding, or
IS.
,ers
.
ourselves alone, if. we divorced our
" R 0 recogmza
S h 'd e senSItivIty to t e meaning" of" no. If "we 'H;ied to defend
but Jacques d'Amboise showed name are:
omy
c nel er, every song she sings. Miss'Gold
brilliance that outshone any of Elsa Martinelli, Akim Tamiroff takes each word and extracts all security;>fr"om the security of'tlle free world, it would be a meanthe others. Clearly he must and Orson Welles himself. None the meaning that she is capable ingless: effort. Our security is clearly tied to that of the free"
, work and practice hard to make are outstanding. All are upsta'g- of expressing. She makes these world. Today, therefore, it would be impossible for the United
it look so easy.
ed by the stage.'
songs alive once again by her States to return to a policy of isolation. As much as the John
Merrill Sings Verdi
Kafka's theme concerns the personalization of .them. As a Birch Society might like this, I am afraid our days otf James
Comparable to his perform- law and its inaccessibility for r~sult, they sound hke ~n exten- Monroe, the horse and buggy, and "rugged individualism"? are
ance was the performance of man. The law is a vast and in-I ~lOn .of I:e~ own expenences. It over. In sum the present national' ,state system does not meet
Robert Merrill at the Met on: terminable labyrinth of utter IS thl.S ablhty - to hve a son~ the prerequisites for which governments are instituted. Clearly,
Saturday the 16th, though I did confusion and ultimate despair, ~hat IS so rar.e among the maJor- then, the free nations of the world must seek a form of governnot stay for the whole perform- and I fear that Orson Welles' Ity of folk smgers.
ment which can provide these prerequisites.,
ance because of a previous en- presentation of this theme may
The selection of songs which
If the national state system is to go, therefore, with what are ,
gagement with St. Patrick. Star- be called the same. There seem she performs in this her record- we to replace it? Some people feel we should' further limit the
ring in Verdi's La Traviata, to be no handles onto which ing debut with Warner Brothers powers of the' nation state. Is, their theory of government 'the
Merrill dominated the stage one may hold and not lose his is excellent. The plaintive bal- answer? Obviously the answ~r 'is no, for we,have:seen how limwith his dynamic delivery and place. The number and complex- lad, Anathea. exposes the listen- ited the nation' state is
pre"sent. Further -reductions in its
filled the huge gilded auditor- ityof the symbols give the audi- er to the full texture or the al- powers would be disastrous. Look at the effects on Germany-and"
ium with golden tones. Though ence a mass headache, and they ready enchanting melody. It is Italy when the national state system did not replace feudalism.
the overly dramatic oPera sags mean so many different things sung as only Miss Gold can. They remained decentralized until the nineteenth century and"
in story line, the audience was that they eventually lose their Ireland lends beautifully to her the: effecfs this has had on the twentieth century have been devastreated to a musical peak' and significance. Certainly we may expressive ,talent. In the selec- tatmg.
at the end of the second act say that Kafka's views on the tion, Bonny Boy; he~ listening I
Is the cosmopolitan ideal of the United Nations the answer?
the house burst into bravo~ law' are not very optimistic or audience shares in the mystic' In 1963 the answer unfortu!?-'ately 'is no. ,An essential quality
when Merrill finished his aria. favorable. Man is riot under the I folk lore of the mist-full island. of international government mlJst be the willingness of the memHe was at home on the stage. law for his own good or for the H9und (pronounced hoond) Dog bel'S not to try and force their ideas on the other members. The
He was working hard to sing: mutual benefit of his fellows is an American song with no U.'S.S.R. could not possibly meet this requirement. However" the:
but he did not let us know this. but he is fated and a slave-, visible antecedents in .the Old United Nations should not be discarded. It s,erves,.three importHe performed with simplicity. guilty without knowing or being World.
' a n t purposes. First, the specialized agencies of the U.N. are
What does all this mean about able to know why. Joseph K. I Lynn Gold tells her stories helping to eradicate disf:.!ase, alleviate ,hunger, 'and promote other .
performing and making it look cries, "Why am I always in the',' with particular effectiveness be- humanitar)an' actiyifies. Second, the, U.N. gives international
easy? What does a ballet per- wrong without .knowing why or cause the most subtle and" accur- diplomacy, a base of operations from which to head off minor'
former have in comnion with what it's all about." At least the Iate singing-punch of any young problems which could become major ones such as the Congo
an opera star?
pitable a~d depressing condition folk ~inger..In her singing, the and it also can be used as a base to keep' major problems in th~
Though one uses his body; and -of man (If you can call Joseph em.otIons nse naturally and talking stage. Finally, the U.N. stands as a symbol of the world
onl:! uses his voice; both use and K a man in the film) under the qUlte often poignantly out. of her ordeiT the "one world" ideal of Wendell Willkie 'which eventu- ,
need great trainipg and practice. law is Clear.
perfor~ance. ~here is an almost ally ~e hope will be able to be built.
'
Both must perforr:n to an audiFor all its despair and the hypnotic weavmg of the storyWhat then is the answer? In ,Understanding Europe Christoence which wants to enjoy their way it will exhaust the viewers teller's spell in he.r. work. This pher Dawson speaks of the Law of Neighborhood, a concept oriaccoun~s for ~er ablhty to gat~er ginally put in definitive form by Edmund Burke. The Law of
an aUodlence mto thhe son g WIth Neighborhood, in my opinion, is the answer to the challenge of
h er.
ne cannot
e l'p hb ut t'be- merna
. t
t'lOna 1 governmen.
t I b e l'leve t h a t countnes
' . w h ose po l't'
1 1. th
come emerse d m
e aun mg
. ,
. .
refrains of the s e 1e c t ion c~l,. SOCIal, eco.n<;>mlc, cUltu~al, a~d rehglOus. backgr~unds are
Choucounne.
~lml.lar sh~uld J.om together l~ reglOnal federatlO~s whIch would
This solo debut-album is a J1!shfy theIr eXlSten~e as. n~tlOns. The~e federatlOns of free n~
tribute to Lynn Gold's command tlOns wo~ld work Wl~~ SImIlar f~deratlOns to pr~m:ote economIC,
of both singing and acting. Each self-sufficIency an~ mlhtary secunty. Eventuall;y, It IS to ~e hoped
song becomes a dramatic pic- that these federatlOns could merge. However, m 1963, thIS would
I ture. Sh'
g' 1 f
t t not be possible and, therefore the answer today is the regional
e IS a II' 0 cons an f d
t'
F
h U . d'
...
h
enthusiasm, "when you hear an e er~ lOn. or t. e .mte States to JOl,n WIth Central an~ Sout
original folk song by a tradi- Amencan countnes m. such a federa~lOn would be fo.ollsh betional singer, the texture is s6 Icause our backg.round IS comI?l~telY. dIvorced from theIrs. Ho:vbeautiful
so enchanting
it ever, for the Umted States to Jom WIth Canada and the countnes
makes y~u want to captur~ the of Europe in a Pan-Atlantic federation would be wise and indeed
style of the original.;'
is necessary to insure our survival. The countries of Central
And that is preCIsely what ~mer~ca could form another f.e?~ration and those of South AmerLynn Gold achieves _ the style. lea stIll another. The posslbllltIes are numerous. These federaof original folk songs.
'tions would foster diversity within unity - outwardly united
Martin Pino
while inwardly diversified. Indeed, the United States is a perfect
F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.I exampIe of such a fed eration f ostering diversity within un ity.
This same concept of federalism would work today in countries
with similar backgrounds. One of the best books on this subject
Fairfield Laundromat
is The Future of Federalism by Governor Nelson Rockefeller of
New York. He points out that the difficulties to overcome are
CLOTHES
numerous, but that they can be overcome today'. The challenge
WASHED - DRIED
to the United States i~ there. I feel we can meet it.
,
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J udg~ R. E. Quinn!
Addresses Alumni

Chairman p.atsy S. Pagliarulo,
'54 announced the Annual
Alumni Communion Breakfast
will take place on Sunday,
April 21.
Mass will be offered in Loyola Chapel by Father Rector
at 9:30 p.m.; it will be followed
by breakfast in Berchmans Hall
at 10:15.
Chief Judge Robert Emmet
Quinn of the Unilted States
·Court of Military Appeals will
address the alumni at the
breakfast. Chief Judge Quinn
is a native of Rhode Island and
i attended Brown University and
FJarvard Law School. He served
in the state senate from 1923
until 1925 and from 1929 until
1933. Later he was elected
Lieutenant Governor of Rhode
;rHIS EXHIBIT was one of the many which were on display Island and finally served as its
l~ the gym last Satu~day as part of the Science _Forum. This governor from 1937 until 1939.,
display was made avaIlable by the Consolidated Diesel Electric He also held the offices of Judge
HON. ROBERT EMMETT QUINN
Corp.
_
of the Superior Court and Cap- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " tain of the United States Naval' 1 - - - - - - SCIENCE FORUM
is very susceptible to sugg'es- Reserve. For mer President I
OUTLOOK ON
_.
(Con'! from Page L Col. 3)
tion. Making use of this, Dr. R.arry S'. Truman nominated
Karazulas helps people to get him for hiS present position.
eluded presentations of diodes, over their fear of. ·dentists.
In order for the committee to I
new types of cables, curved After the talks dinner was plan efficiently all alumni are
Gary Ambert
light, and other technical ad- served in Loyola cafeteria. A asked to express as soon as
Kevin Ecclesine
vances in science.
mixer held in the back gym possible the~r inte11:tions with
--- - - - - - - - - Lunc?- was served in Loyola served as a finale to the day.
regard to thiS function.
- - --cafeterIa. After lunch, many of _.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;,;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
the guests visited the science!
laboratories in Xavier Hall.
In the afternoon, Mr. Law~
rence Eisenberg of the Rocke,.,
feller Institute spoke on "Advance in Biomedical Electronics."
-.

I

I

I
I

I

LATIN AMERICA

I

S-Ctence
F-'orum S t.-de Z-t1¥ h t

THANKS TO THE STAG
(Con'! from Page 4, Col. 3)

'THE SAFE. WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is fast'er,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.
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William Garland

Beverly, 3029 Fairfield Ave. 9-1112). Eves. at 6:30; Mat. daily
at 2:30.
(F.O. 8-0616). Daily cont. from
Ajr, 10-11: "Days of Wine and
6; Sat., Sun. cont. from 1.
Roses," Jack Lemon, Lee RemApr. 11-May 1: "The Birds~" ick.
Rod-a Taylor, Jessica Tandy.
Greenwich Playhouse, "THE
Loew's Poli, 1315 Main St. (ED LITTLE THEATRE ON THE
3-3693). Daily cont. from 1.
AVENUE," Greenwich Ave.,
Apr. 16-23: "The Courtship of Greenwich. (TO 9-6034).
Eddie's Father," Glenn Ford,
Apr. 10-13: "Girls Girls Girls,"
Shirly Jones.
"The Pigeon That Took Rome."
Merritt, 3710 No. Main St.
New Canaan
(ED 9-3013). Daily cont. from
New Canaan Playhouse, 45
6:30; Sat., Sun. cont. ·from 2.
Elm, (WO 6-0600). Mat. daily at
Apr. 7-16: "David and Lisa," 2:45; eves. at 7 and 9.
Keir Dulla, Janet Margolin.
Apr. 13-19: "A Girl Named
Warner, 33 State St. (ED 5-4358). Tamiko," Laurence Harvy.
Daily cont. from 5 p,m.; Sat. and
Stamford
Sun. cont. from 1.
Avon, 272 Bedford St. (DA
Apr. 10-13: "The Prince of 4-9205).
Peace," "The Trapp Family."
Apr. 10-16: "To Kill A MockDarien
ingbird," Gregory Peck.
Darien Playhouse, 162 Post
Stamford, 307 A>tlantic St. (DA
Rr. (OL 5-0100). Mat. daily at 4-3156). Daily cont. from 1. Sun,

Hartford: "Art Festival for Can-------------------------,
cer"- to be held Thurs., Fri. and The Anti Defamation League's Ante-up for Anti-anti-communism
Sat" April 18, 19, 20 in West
'I1he rules for conducting a smear campaign are rather simple.
Hartford Armory on Framing- First, select your victim. Make sure he is right of center politicton Ave" .Hartford.
ally. Next, be sure that he is relatively unknown to the general
Annual Westchester Outdoor public - that way it's easier to invent wild stories about him.
Arts Festival: To be held for Then, add the magic ingredient of anti-semitism. If you can pin
three 3-day weekends on the thaI!; label on your proposed victim, you've won half your battle.
sidewalks of New Rochelle, N.Y. And, of course, after you have marked your victim with the antifrom 12 p.m.-9:30. p.m. Apr. 26, semitic label, it'll be an uphill battle from there. You just invoke
27 28' May 3 4 5' May 10 11 the magic incantation of right wing extremism, John Birchism
12:'
"'.
"
and the whole ritual. You'll have those wonderful and sensational
"ART AND INTERIOR DE- articles ready for friendly press men and the national magazines.
CORATION _ 1963": Exhibition Mix all these ingredients, boil them over for a few months, feed
sponsored by Jr. League of them to an unsuspecting public in easy doses and hesto presto
Stamford, Inc., Silvermine Guild you've got a victim thoroughly discredited in the public mind
of Artists and Conn. Chapter of and an image >that will remain steadfast in the Establishment's
American Institute of Interior mythology for years.
Designers to be held at SilverThis is the fate that had been planned for Dr. Fred C.
mine Guild of Ar.tists, New Ca- Schwartz of the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade. Oh, how
naan from Apr. 6-28 .
the Establishment yearned for the day when Fred Schwartz, high
MUSIC
on the list of its public enemies, wQ.uld be thoroughly discredited.
"CONNECTICUT NIGHT AT
But, as often happens, the best made plans of mice and men
COLN CENTER" B
fi fall short of expectations. Schwartz and his movement were not
LIN
:
ene t to be discredited for the simple reason that Schwartz was not
2:15; eves. at 7 and 9.
fr~~r\30~'16: Walt Disney's "The performance by the New Haven another Robert Weloh or Edwin Walker. His movement was and
AApP~. if\~P,;f~ Kil;'~s~~~k_ Miracle of the White Stallions," SymdPhtony wdithJ hFranBk Br~effg' is interested in explaining the what and the why of Communism
con
d
.
h Th C
d f
d' d' 1953, 'a
h d h a d mo d eraRobert Taylor, Lilli Palmer.
' uc or1 .ant W0 d'n Arownln,
'1 24 I an not Its w o. 'e rusa e, oun e In
I'n-gbl'rd," Gregory Peck.
plano so OIS .
e.,
pn
't'
f
't h 11
k
r;;.~;;;;;;~;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~18 30
. Ph'lh
. H 11 IOn or I s a mar.
~
pym. ~nC't I armomc a,
A few examples of the Left's attempts, to discredit Schwartz
THE
ew or T~lATRE
ma,y be in order. Al W:axma? of~~e Los Angeles Reporter has
BENEFIT PROGRAMS, INC.: wnt1:en that ~khwartz IS, antI-~emlt1<:. And, of course, the more
' M
' 1 A d't'
Schwartz demes that he IS anti-semitic, the surer we can be that
At Klem
u lonum,
A n, e d't'
1 m
' th e
910 F 'rfi Idemona
A
B 'dg
t 5 h
e 'IS ant'I-semiT IC, accord"mg t
0W
axman.
I ona,
al ~l
ve., In elPlor 'newspaper of which Waxman is editor and publisher, informs us
Conn. Mal orders on y. A seats that "to indicate (as Schwartz did) that people (in New York)
Leo Paquette
rese~ved - $4, $~, $2, (stud~nt -feared to stand up as 'an unashamed Christian' and then to attack
sectionE $1.50).
Evenmg
th e A n t'1- D e f ama t'Ion L eague 0 f B' nm'B' n'th an d't
W'th
1 W n'ght An
ISO ffi cers ma k es
n d L'
Bea, Kung and Fairfield
it" Sal'
M
s50n8'3aO
OlS the letter sound more to us like a crusade for anti-semitism than
,
un"
ay , .
p.m.
d f
t' C
'I"
TIME magazine, that nationally famous one-hundred page H un
SHUBERT THEATRE' 247 a crusa e or an 1- ommumsm.
.
The
principal
source
of
the attacks on Schwartz appears
weekly editorial, recently carried. an article about the wave of
liberalism that is sweeping through the Catholic Church. This College St., New Haven, STate to be nene other than the Anti-Defamation League. Israel Moss
newfound liberalism is deeply involved in the ecumenical move- 7-1298. Eve. 8:30 p.m., Ma,t. 2:30 director of the League,'is quoted by the New York Herald Tribun~
ment and the Second Vatican Council, but it also imports sweep- P.~. I' -1'" I' T da"
m- as having said .that Amel'icans "have no n~ed for ~e rantings. of
p t' 8 , 3. THeIl e hO B Y kCho d the extreme Right, the latter-day profeSSIOnal anti-Commumsts
ing changes and effects regarding the entire emphasis of what it
d
l
e
y
s'
arrmg
a
u
a
an
ea
means to be a Catholic. This spirit of rebirth in the Church was
d
w h0 ch arge as muc h' as -$250 fora d"
miSSIOn to ·a M a d'Ison S quare
d E t 11 W·
Garden rally." Dr. Moss fails to inform us that the $250 is for a
graphically portrayed during the visit of the Jesuit, Augustin anA .sl e e . ~?Cwoo., 1"
22 -27.
pnLITTLE
armva .
' s bo x th a t sea t s elg
. hteen persons. It d oes notrequire
' ,
Cardinal Bea, to the United States. He was enthusiastically reTHEATRE
pa t
ron
a
-ceived in his leoture by Catholic and Protestant alike. In the words
FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY ~enius .to catch th~ implication of Mos~'s stateme.nt that Schwartz
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"Rattle of a Simple Man."
SENIOR WEEK
be presented. Baccalaureate will
David Merrick and Michael Con(Con't from Page 1. Col, 4)
take place that evening, Mondron present Tammy Grimes in
day, June 10, is Commencement.
a new comedy. Apr. 18.
night club. John CerVIni has
Mr. Flatley also announced
Children from Their Games- promised not only a name en- that an official motel will be
Thursday at the Morosco. By tertainer but also a setting to chosen in the very near future.
Irwin Shaw. Curtain: 7:45.
recall the highlights of "Four Dick Farrell and Mickey Kinney
Sir John Gielgud in Shakes- Years Well Spent" (1959-1963). are attempting to obtain top
peare's "Ages of Man," Lyceum
At Class Day Exercises on flight entertainment for all the
~heatre. April 14 thru 21, 10 Sunday, the Class Tree will be events. Package deal price will
performances only. Curtain: 8:00 planted and Senior awards will be approximately $30.00 accordF;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,i ing to Ftnancial Chairman T.
\
Augus1:ine FitzGerald, Tickets
go on sale Monday, May 12, in
Xavier Ticket Booth.

ONION PATCH
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Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS

• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT

CHILEAN PROGRAM

COIN OPERATED

It's

...

(Con't from Page l. Col. 2)
Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
Bill Flahive said that both he
and Jerry Wolf are able to apply
20e Wash - tOe Dry
for one of the number of grantsin-aid made available by the
located directly behind A&P liquor store on
International
Education
ExTHE POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONN.
change Service of the DepartCLearwater 9-9082
ment of State. These grants are
.,.
considered Fulbright Under....
...;..;..;._..;......;.....;._....;..;..;,..;.,_...;..;_ _J' graduate Scholarships,
C ~ I I '
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The Men In Red; Ambassadors Of Song
Their

Their

Music...

·Spirit

SPECIAL NEWS FEATURE

It has been said

that the
Fairfield University Glee Club
has done more to enhance our
reputation in a single year than
any. other org·anization has
done in fifteen. This is saying
a lot considering some pretty
fair ball teams over the seaSons. Yet it is true in its way.
Most people in Connecticut 'and
Massachusetts, when you reveal. that you go to -Fairfield,
remark what a fine Glee- Club
it has for a Prep .School. Some
New Yorkers are still writing
for Glee Club Concert tickets
to "Fairfield University - Near
Yale."
Fortunately, much has been
done in the last years to pinpoint our isolated two hundred
acreS in residential Fairfield
County. This task has been
accomplished in large part by
our well known and always
impressive
77-member Glee
Club which presents seventeen
concerts in a line that never
ends from Boston to New York
between December and May.
In its history the Glee Club
has grown from a choral group
.Qf forty voices to an ensemble
of . eighty, assisted by soloists-a
a close harmony quartet, and
an octet. From a few local presentations, it has scheduled an
annual series of concerts both
at home and on the road. The
Club has appeared with the
New York Philharmonic' Orchestra in Carnegie Hall, under
the direction of Alphonse D' Artega, and has performed at the
invitation of Conn~cticut Sym- .
phony Orchestra. They have
become, in fact, what critics
described as "technically proficient on a strictly professional
level."
The versatility of the group
is demonstrated by the breadth
of its repertoire, which ranges
this year from their own arrangement of the popular show
TIlE BENSONIANS
number, "Hey, Look Me Over,"
to "Drink To Me Only With
plement their own style, and
Thine Eyes,"and again to their Barbershop 4 Active'
sometimes alter the lyrics. At
sensitive renditions of Richter's
Glee Club concerts they are
"Creation" and Palestrina's In And Out Of Club
successful in lightening the at"Hod-ie Christus Natus Est."
The success of the Fairfield
The barbershop qua r t e t mosphere, and thereby adding
University Glee Club is due to known as the Bensonians which to the audience's enjoyment of
its gifted and dedicated direc- is composed this year of. Bill the evening of song.
tor, Mr. Simon Harak. He has Walsh, '63, Gerry McCarthy,
Last year the group was
been not merely a choral mas- '63, John O'Reilly, '63, and Dan featured at the Spring Weektel', but a teacher of voice; not Carney, '64, does not limit it- end of Quinnipiac College
only a director of precision and self to the annually scheduled where they placed third in
finesse, but the sensitive musi- concerts of the Glee Club at competition among ten other
cian; not the exacting .discip- large. This year, as in the past, groups. In the past years the
linarian, but the esteemed they have played twelve out- group .has been awarded two
friend~ To professional critic side engagements on their own. trophies in competition with
and lover of good music alike, They are often featured in the other college groups.
his unfailing skill in achieving Fairfield area by local organidelicate modulation with ease, zations, and have accepted inand his ability to maintain vitations to sing at various
suppleness and spontaneity at· benefit shows during the seatimes afford
the. audience son.
pleasure and admiration. To
The group, whose chairman
see him in concert is an experi- is Bill Walsh, maintain a reperence in itself. The final note toire of about fifteep numbers
of a tune seems to linger in both old and new' to which they
such a way that with the dis- add arrangements which comtinguished turn of his wrist he
appears to have snatched from
the air· something animate.

Music itself, however. does
not make up the bulk of the
spirit which this group reflects.
It goes further than -this (if, indeed, anything goes further toward expressing a thing than
music does). They arp., though,
the most highly disciplined
group at Fairfield, aside from
the Jesuits themselves, and each
concert and every song..,this discipline may be clearly seen.
High morale cannot be laid to
the doing of one person, and
the spirit which is the Glee
Club's is the ingredient which
they have because of its individual members, and its single goal.
What satisfies them most, whether it be in concert or competition is that they come away
with a Knowledge that they
have done their very best work.
Their success, in their own eyes,
is based entirely on their ability
to achieve something in a song
and in a concert.
With this in mind we may
understand why so many memSteve Delehanty,
bers would return from a conGlee Club Accompanist cert in Ansonia last weekend
Steve Delehanty, '64, has been and gather around a tape recordaccompanist to the Glee Club er to hear the evening's pre.
for three years ranks as one of sentation replayed.
the most talented members of
Talk about post mortems!
the student body. When he "Vas Here was a group reviewing its
three years old his father taught own performance close analyis
him basic piano chords, but he in playback. It is clear that they
did not begin lessons until the are proud of their work; they
age of seven. In the Glee Club listen for errors that they may
he is looked upon as being pos- be avoided. They listen to the
sessed of much natural talent, finer sounds that they may realwhich fact has been attested in ize more fully what they have
the last two years not only by achieved, and will continue to·
his playing, bu{also' by his achieve.
ability at original composition.
In 1962 Mr. Harak invited Steve
to play a selection which he had
composed. The number was so
widely accepted during the season that he has again chosen an
original piece for a solo in the
Since 1948, the founding date
program.
of
the Fairfield University Glee
He has cOI1lPoseciseveral pieces
and agrees with the opinion of Club, Fr. John P. Murray has
those who detect a Romantic been its Moderator. He has exstrain as the predominant tone perienced sixteen years as both
of his compositions. It is inter- spiritual leader and guiding diesting that he composes in his rector of the Club. His activities
mind, and has yet to name or are not however confineq to our
write on paper any of his own club alone. He is one of the
work. For the musician, how- founding members of the Interever, this work is incidental. collegiate Glee Club Festival,
Presently Steve is completing a and is recognized and held in
piano sonata (a musical com- esteem by all the directors of
position for solo instrument or the College Glee Clubs who
instruments, usually in three take part in the competition
or four movements, and having each year.
Those things we all say will
unity of subject, but different
tempa and rhythm.) He also is take care of themselves usually
helping the Bensonians toar- don't. Father Murray is the one
range selections for the coming who does them for the Glee
year.
Club.

Fairfield Univ. Gle;e Club 1962-63

Fr. Murray, S.J.,
Club Moderator

.REMINDER
from

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS

}TIe Are.-Continuing Our Tremendously
fopular Box Stor~ge Program This Spring

Sim'on Harak,
Club Director

REMEMBER:

(1) One TCTAl STORAGE COST (4.95) whether you use one box
or ten.

Simon Harak, director and
Father John P. Murray, S.J.,
moderator, are the men responsible for Fairfield's Glee Club.
Together, these men laid the
foundation of the group.
Mr. Harak came to Ansonia,
Connecticut from the Republic
of Lebanon. He studied music
under several teachers in Hartford, New York, and Mexico

(2) Every ar~ icle completely insured.
(3) FREE Mot proofing & Mildew proofing on all woolens cleaned
during Spring.
.
(4) Nothing to pay till fall' and you may divide your payments at
that time to suit your budget.

C~ty.

On and Off

Here at Fairfield he has attained a reputation as an outstanding choral director. Critics have praised his unceasing
efforts in obtaining precision of
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SPORTS PERSONAUTY IUniversity A.A. In
.Formati've Stages
A newly formed athleti~
association is now -in the development stage here at the University. This organization is the·
br·ainchild of Joseph Russoniello '63 and will be a super
organization covering anything
on campus that concerns athletics in any way and on all
levels.
Membership in this organization will include the managers of all the functioning major sports, the commissioner of
intramurals and his assistants,
repres·entatives of. the sports
clubs (hockey, WI' est 1 i n g,
weightlif.ting, etc.), and the coordinators of the various sports
including the scorers, statisticians and the sports editor of
the STAG. The athletic director and the athletic moderator
will be members of the organization as well.
The fourfold duties of this
association are:
1) Referees and officials for
intramurals
2) Managers for all sports.
Gerry Magner, Matt Carroll and
3) To assist at all athletic
of this year's net squad.
affairs of the school.
4) To provide officials for
all athletic competition on
campus.
.
This athletic group' will know
its exact s'tatus when the new
student government takes effect, and the A.A. will be subThe opening of the tennis
servient to this government at
season
for the Stag Netmen is
(Con't on Page 11, Col. 2)
exactly one week away, and
tennis coach, Fr. Ring, S.J., is
preparing his final lineup for
the opener against Univ. of
Mass.

.

I

Don Cook in action at first base against AlC.
This issue of the STAG pre- roamed the outfield and receivsents as its Sports Personality, ed honorable mention on the
senior Don Cook of Mount All-League team ·as a!l outfieldVernon.
er. Cook picks Ed Finnegan of
One of the Stag nine's co- the University of Bridgeport as
captains, Don has performed for the toughest pitcher he faced
.
Fairfield as well as he did at last year.
lona Prep where he was twice
This season, with newcomers
an All-County catcher. Don strengthening the outfield, Don
. caught at Fairfield in his sopho- will play first base, a position
more year but has since thrown which he prefers to the outfield.
his arm out.
.
He sees the team as more
Last season, besides spot balanced and capable of imduty behind the pI-ate, Don
(Con't on Page 11, Col. 3)

Walt Donnelly form the nucleus

First Fairfield Tennis Match
Against Univeristy Of Mass.

Fr. Ring s?id the other day
that he will be counting heavily on two sophomores, Dick
Westall and Leo Paquette, who
have quickly developed into a
fine doubles combination.

the first three slots, with the
three other positions being
filled by Jim Poole, Gerry,McGuirk, Nick Ovido, or possibly
either Westall or Paquette.
Magner and Donnelly who
were undefeated in doubles
play last year will be playing'
first doubles. Matt Carroll w:'l
team with either Poole, Ovido
or McGuirk to form. another
pair, while Westall and Paquette will be the third team.

In the singles, Fr. Ring plans
All in all, Fr. Ring is confito use Gerry Magner, Walt dent of'a successful season for
Donnelly, and Matt Carroll in his Stag Tennis Team.

Weightlifter In Meet

Guess who offered me an executive
position with a leading organization,
where I'll get good pay, further my
education, and enjoy world travel?

sion at the Connecticut Junior
Open Weightlifting Meet at
Stonington, Connecticut.
Lenny's
runner-up
tot a I
weight· was 645 lbs., which
breaks down as follows: press-'
195 lbs., snatch - 200 lbs., and
clean and jerk - 250 lbs.
. ·Mr. Pietrafesa's future plans
include competing in meets on
April 27th at Waterbury and
May 4th at New Haven. 'He is'
also interested in starting a
school team and encourages
anyone ilnterested to contact
him.

DAME RUMOR
Rumor has it that the Court
Jesters plan a rain dance in
rip-ht field during the baseball
game with U.B. and a rock
Photo by Jack Ploehn
SOp hom 0 r e Len Pietrafesa .gat with the little pebbles
proudly displays his second found here and there on the
place trophy.
skin of the infield during the
Fairleigh-Dickinson game.
It is only fair to ask that
Congratulations to Sophomore
Lenny Pietrafesa who took both teams be warned beforesecond place in the 165 lb. divi- harid.

campus coloring book

My uncle.
In this case, nepotism's a pretty good idea,
But of course you've got to measure up to get
it. To be admitted to Air Force Officer Training
School, you've got to be ~ good student with
skills or aptitudes we can use.
Air Force OTS is an intensive three-month
course leading to a commission as a second
lieutenant. As an Air Force officer, you'll be a
leader on the Aerospace Team-and be a part
of a vital aspect'of our defense effort.

.-,,;

Here's a chance for ambitious college men
and women to assume great responsibility.
It's a fine opportunity to serve your country,
while you get a flying head start on the technology of the future.
We welcome your application for OTS nowbut this program may not be open to you in a
year or so. If you're within 210 ggys of graduation, get full information about Air Force OTS
from your iocal Air Force recruiter.

u. S. Air Force'

this is the Fair£ield gym•••
. . . , _. . .9.1,<):1;' _It .SMALL -. ,.
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THE SPOTLIGHT
by JEFF CAMPBELL
A year ago, when this column first appeared, it
contained an account of the tragic Emile Griffith- Benny
"Kid" Paret fight and a defense of the sport of boxing
in the aftermath ·of P~ret's death.
One year later, almost to the day, another fighter
has died due to injuries incurred in a championship
fight. Davey Moore, the ex-4'eatherweight Champion of
the World, collapsed into a coma and died several days
after a knockout at the hands of Ultiminio "Sugar"
Ramos.
The clamor to ban the sport is now louder than
ever. In Rome,' the Pope decried it as "'barbaric" -and
Governor Brown of California has urged, that the -legislature of that state declare boxing illegal.
However, this reporter must go along with his previ.ous stand and that of the New York State committee
which investigated prizefighting ·after the Griffith~Paret
,ip.cident. 'I1hat is, that boxing should be controlled and
revamped, but not abolished.
Arguments for the continuation of pugilism have
been cited often, here and elsewhere. Everyone is familiar with these. But there is one argument, one point
worth stTessing.
When two fighters enter the ring, they know what
they are doing and, are aware of the chances they take.
They are not forced to fight against their will. With
this fact in mind, this writer can see no justice in the
arbitrary banning of the sport by any legislature, state,
national or otherwise.
The only way to avoid serious mishaps in any sport
is through research upon the cause of such mishaps.
Research has diicovered that Moore's injury came as a
result of hitting his head on the ring rope - many
others come not from punches, but from the impact
o~ head hitting the canvas. More ring ropes, better ring
padding and heavier gloves may be the answer. New
York is also experimenting with two minute rounds on
the theory that injuries are more likely to occur in the
last minute of a round when a fighter is tired and his
reflexes dulled. This research and experimentation can
result in a much safer sport for the fighter.
But, banning the .sport is no more the answer than
banning automobiles is the answer to traffic dea'ths.

* * *
Insofar as the 1963 major league baseball season
is just about upon us, some concrete predictions of team
standings might be in order:
AMERICAN LEAGUE
1. New York Yankees
2. Minnesota Twins
3. Baltimore Orioles
4. Detroit Tigers
5. Los Angeles Angels
6. Cleveland Indians
7. Chicago White Sox
8. Boston Red Sox
9. Kansas City Athletics
'10. Washington Senat:ors

NATIONAL LEAGUE
1. San Francisco Giants
2. Los Angeles Dodgers
3. Cincinnati Reds
4. St. Louis Cardinals
5. Pittsburgh Pir~tes
6. Milwaukee Brayes
7.- Philadelphia Phillies
8. Houston Colt .45's
9. Chicago Cubs
10. New York Mets

A.A.
(Con't from Page la, Col. 3)
.all times.
A president and a board of
directors will lead the organization; and meetings, tentatively, will be held once a month.
The president and the board,
however, will convene at more
frequent intervals in order to
screen the new memb~rs.
One ui the Athletic Associations outside efforts wJll be in
behalf of the Physical Fitness
program which now gives every Fairfield University student
a chanace to have some athletic
exercise.
The next meeting of this
group, for anyone interested,
particularly those' who wish to
foster the new'sports club on
campus, will be held on Monday, April 22 at a time and
COMING B A C K - The New place to be announced.
York Giants will once again re-I r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
turn to Fairfield for their sumTAP ROOM RESTAURANT
mer workouts. They will be
July 15th to September 6th.
This year they will play no
west coast exhibitions but will
1418 POST RD. FAIRIELD
make only short' hop excursions. , ~
.....,

CENTER

Track Squad Nips
Hofstra 66-65
Against Hofstra College, the
Stag varsity' track squad commenced its '1963·· season' with a
66-65 victory which was not aci~
cided until the final event, the
mile relay. It was a ,team victory"
marked by outstanding performances by junior Bruce Linsky I'
and seniors Mick Kinney cmd
Larry Longua.
I
Linsky collected a total of 16
points with wins in the broad·
jump, 220 yard dash and the
220 yard low hurdles. Kinney
picked up a first in the two mile
run and placed a close second
in both the mile and the half
mile runs; Co-captain Longua
won the 100 yard dash, placed Catcher Dick Robinson crosses the plate to score one of Fairfield's
third in the broad jump and ran three runs.
a strong third leg of the all
important mile relay. Fairfield's
other co-captain, Jack Fontanella, finished in a two way tie
for third place in the pole vault
after severely spraining his
ankle on his first jump.
In a frosh tri-angular meet
On ,Saturday, April 6th, the
Fairfi~ld University
with Hofstra College and Fairfield University baseball
ab
h
r
Queensboro Community College, team dropped its season opener
1
0
o
the Stag yearlings placed a close to American Interna.tional Col- Pijar lf
(b) Ziegler ,
.. ,. 1
0
o
second. Jim Melton led all scor- lege bya score of 9-3.
Simko rf, If
5
3
1
ers in this meet with first places
5
1
o
Stag starter John Farrell was Kelley cf
in the mile and half mile.
5
1
tagged for five hits and six runs DeGennaro ss .
o
The results:
3
0
o
Shot Put: Forregerty (H), Sch- in the first inning ,and one third D'Agostin 3b
1
0
o
meith (H), Fitzgerald (F) 42'9". of play and was relieved by Ed (d) Dolan
4
1
1
Pole Vault: Schmidth (H), Skibiak. Skibiak settled down Robinson c
4
1
o
Fontanella (F) and Sanders (H) and allowed only one hit until Cook lf, rf .
2
0
the sixth inning, when AIC ral- Mountain 2b
o
tie 11'6".
0
0
o
High Jump: Hooker (H) and lied for two runs on two hits (a) Clisham
1
0
o
Fabbri (F) tie Orlando (F) Kelly off the righthander. The score at (c) Cuzzola 2b
.0
0
this point read: American Inter- Farrell p
o
(R) 5'10".
Skibiak, p, lb..
3
1
o
Javelin: Machowiak (H), Pan- national' 8, Fairfield O.
Arcudi
p
0
0
o
telei (F), Fitzgerald (F) 162'.
In the bottom of the sixth in0
0
o
Broad Jump: Linsky (F), ning, Mike DeGennaro singled Batch p
Hooker (H), Longua (F) 21'1". to left field and the bases were
35
8
3
Discus: Forregerty (H), Sch- loaded when both Dick Robinmidth (H), Kappenberg (F) son and co-captain Don Cook a-walked for Mountain in 6th.
130'3".
reached base on errors. With the b-struck out for Pijar in 6th.
100 Yd. Dash: Longua (F), bases full, Joe Clisham, hitting c-walked for Arcudi in 8th.
Hooker (H), Linsky (F) 10.7.
for second baseman John Moun220 Yd. Dash: Linsky (F), Nor- tain, walked, forcing in Fair- d-grounded out for D'Agostin
in 9th.
ton (F), Longua (F) 24.0.
field's first run of the ball game.
440 Yd. Dash: Conhane (H), Clisham was followed by Ed
Daly (F), Norton (F) 52.6.
Skibiak who flied to center, al880 Yd. Run: Rudolph (R), lowing one more run to cross
Kinney (F), Conhane (H) 2:09. the plate.
Mile Run: Rudolph (H), KinIn the AIC half of the seventh
ney (F), Guerin (F) 4:44.
Two Mile Run: Kinney (F), inning, Sophmore Joe Arcudi
came in to pitch, relieving Ed
Guerin (F), Garry (F) 11 :30.
220 Hurdles: Linsky (F), Kelly Skibiak. who had pitched 4%
innings, allowing three hits and
(H), Hooker (H) 27.9.
110 Yd. High Hurdles: Ferony two runs while striking out six
(F), Kelly (H), Hooker (H) 17.7. of the batters he faced. Arcudi
Mile Relay: Fairfield (Norton, gave up two hits and no runs
while striking out one in his
Linsky, Longua, Daiy) 3:41.
two
inning relief stint.'
Final Score: Fairfield - 66;
Hofstra - 65.
In the bottom of the seventh,
Paul Simko singled to center
and soph Mike Kelley reached
OPINION POLL
on an error. With men on first
(Con't from Page 2, Col. 5)
and third, third baseman Joe
dropped and those candidates D'Agostin hit a sacrifice fly to
included under the Bachelor of center field allowing Simko to
Arts program. Since the B.S.S. score Fairfield's third and final
degree is found only in Jesuit run of the aftel'noon.
Ed Skibiak fires one in against
schools, I think this should be
Another sophomore, Bob Batch AIC.
changed to a B.A. degree to con- relieved Joe Arcudi in the ninth
form with other schools offering inning. Batch, who usually plays
APRIL BASEBALL
similar courses.
shortstop, gave up two hits and
9-Tue. U.B. _ Away
lone run to close out the scoring
for AIC.
18-Thu. C. W. Post-Home
FUTURE MEETS
20-Sat. Fairleigh DickinApril
The Stags failed to ,get a rally
son _ Home
la-Wed. Hunter _ Home
going in the bottom of the ninth 22-Mon. Queens - Away
24 Wed So. Conn. ....;, Home and the final score of the game 24-U.B. - Home
27-Sat.· Upsala- Home
was American International Col- 27-Rider - Away
May
~ec~g~e~9~,~F~a~i~rfi~e~l~d~u~n~i;v;er~s~it~y~3~.;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I-Wed. Central Conn. ,.;
Away
8-Wed. U.B. - Away
II-Sat.
CoUegiate T r a c k
Conference
18-Sat.
Queens - Home

Stag Nine Defeated ByAIC
9-3 In First Game Of Season

I

1.-------------..1

Clampett's Sport Center
"Store

COOK

0/

the Stars"

(Can't from Page la, Col. 2)
proving upon its 1962 record if
the pitching, an 'iffy' factor,
comes through.
An Economics major, Don
plans to work for the Imperial
Shirt Corporation upon graduation. Don believes that his gaining this position was due in a
large part to his extra-curricular activities, especially, being
chairman of the 1963 Winter
Carnival Committee.
-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;.:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
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YOjJr Headqu.ar/ers for Superior Pipes

B . ,'C onn.
• and
96 Ba"k SI.
• Tobaccos
,pl

Featuring A Complete Line of
U.S. Diver's Equipment
TANKS

REGULATORS

SPEAR GUNS
DEPTH GAUGES
MASKS

FINS
WET SUITS

1555 Post Road

Fairfield, Conn.
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P~itical Far Righi And Left:

European Summer
Jobs Available F~om
ISTC Program

\Topic 'Of Gonzaga Lecturer
To a handful of attendants in
Gonzag,a auditorium, Dr. Orin
Lehman gave his talk on the
Far Right and the Far Left of
American politics.
Dr. Lehman started by saying
"I have no intention to prove a
point, bu~ merely to expose, as
an historian, observations which
I have made' concerning these
movements." Dr. Lehman continued to say, "In fact, I believe
that these extremists movements of the right -and the left
stand back to back, 180 degrees
away, on the fringes of a large
circle."
Before going into the 'body of
the talk, Dr. Lehman set down
a norm in terminology, "to avoid
confusion in such political discussions."
Communists
The Communist left had its
effect in America in 1919. However, throghout ,the history of
communism in America, we see
that there have been no signs of
rapid infiltration. Laws like the
Smith Act have forced communism out in the open. "Americans have, of their own, taken
a;spirited attitude in fighting it,"
states Dr. Lehman.
The government, in its fight
against communism, has infiltl'ated the party, and at the present time has a.t least 1 F.B.I.
agent in the cOn;lmunist party
to every 5 communist's. "At one
time," added Dr. Lehman to the
amusement of the audience, "the
communist had an F.B.I. agent

Grad Guidance,
Availahle From
New Committee
On March 27, 1963, Fr. Robert
Varnerin, S.J., newly appointed
chairman, presided at a reorganizational meeting of the Graduate Fellowship Committee.
The members of the committee are: Frs. Varnerin and McPeake, Drs: Abbott, Barone,
Grossi, McDonald, McInerney,
Murphy and Pitt.
The functions of the committee include: investigation and
publicizing fellowship and assistantship opportunities in graduate studies, advising students
individually and collectively on
graduate training, and acting as
a screening committee for the
dean in approving applicants for
fellowships from national foundations and assisting such students in the preparation and
presentation of applications and
proposals for such aid.
A student is free to approach
any member of the committee
but, in general, will be referred
to CQmmittee members aCCQrding to fields of interest as
follows:
Fr. Varnerin and Dr. Barone:
Science and Mathematics,
Dr. Abbott: History, Government, Political Science, Dr. Grassi: Philosophy,
Dr. McDonald: Classical and
Modern Languages, Fulbright Fellowships, Graduate Studies abroad,
Dr. McInerney: Eng 1 ish,
Drama, Journalism,
Fr. McPeake, E d u cat ion,
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships,
Dr. Murphy: Psychology, Sociology,
Dr. Pitt: Economics, Business
Administration.
The c,ommittee will be pleased
to assist the student directly or
to be of service to faculty members who are advising students.

at the head of a committee to
filer o:.:t all American agents."
Dr 0/ Lehman concluded his
talk on the communists by saying that, "if communism is to
prove a threat more than a nuisance, it will have to create a
disturbance from within."
The Radical Right
The radical right is similar to
the left in method. This party
also works on the government
from within. Groups such as ,the
Ku Klux Klan havepoirited
this out.
The followers of the right are
linked tOigether by modes of
frustration. "They doubt ,the
worth of our government as an'
organization for the good of the
people. They would rather go
back to "the good old days,"
comments Dr. Lehman. It is
idealogical and whimsical, and
in many cases has. split within
itself already.
"Like the communists," continues Dr. Lehman, "they believe all opposition to be conspiracy. They use underhanded
tactics as a means to enter the
government. They certainly cannot enter it legally."
Dr. Lehman closed his talk
by saying that, "the two parties
ar'e out to replace our present
form of government and each
other as well. However I believe that if any change is to
come about, it will be through
the efforts of the Radical Right
on the Republican G.O.P."

Right Wing Head

CKS Elects Officers Fo,: '64;
Bialowas, Cincottq Take Lead
The Cardinal Key Society
held its annual election Monday
evening, March 25. The newly
elected president is Charles
Bialowas, '64 from Norwich,
Connecticut. The vice-president
is' George Cincotta, '65 of
Brooklyn, New York; the treasurer, Frank Suman, '64 from
Syracuse, New York. James McLaughlin, '64 from Huntington,
New York was elected secretary.

an officer from each class who
is an ex-officio member.
The selection of next year's
new members will be among the
retiring officers, Domenick Toril10, '64; Joseph DiSpaito, '£3; and
Richa~ Kinney's, '63 final task.
They will also head the raffle
which the Society runs in conjunction with the Bellarmine
Guild, the arrangements for the
Senior-Parent Weekend, a gift
'I1he society consists of sixteen to the Senior Class and the
seniors, ten juniors and four ushering of the Commencment
sophomores. Included in this exercises this June.
are the officers of the Key and

Guest Of Y Dems'
On Thursday evening, March
28, the Fairfield University
Young Democratic Club sponsored a lecture by Mr. E. J. McCallum, Jr., President of the
Citizens Anti-Communist Committee of Connectictut (CACCC).
Mr. McCallum addressed an
overflow audience on the dangers of global and national
communism.
The speaker illustrated his
lecture with a slide film called,
"Communism on the Map,"
which, he claimed, historically
documented the spread of International Communism. At the
conclusion of the film every
country in the world was colorMR. E. J. McCALLUM, JR. i
ed red or 'pink' with the exception of the United States and
Canada. Mr. McCallum said he will be living in a Communist
felt the United States was in America," he stated.
A lively discussion followed
real danger of falling to the
Communists. "My grandchildren the meeting.

Florence, Italy Future Site
Of Gonzaga V Foreign College
Gonzaga University will es"Our students will be offered
tablish a school in Florence, a full course of instruction on
Italy, according ,to an announce- the Gonzaga - Florence campus.
ment made by the president of Classes will be given in art,
the Jesuit university, Very Rev. English, history, music, matheJohn P. Leary, S.J.
matics, philosophy, theology and
"Classes at our branch in modern languages.
"Students attending our school
Florence," F'ather Leary said,
"will start in September of this in Florence will be able to take
year and run through the fol- short trips on weekends and we
lowing June. Students applying plan a Christmas holiday excurfor the year of study in Flor- sion through the Mediterranean
ence must have sophomore to the Holy Land, and a holiday
standing next fall, have a good to Spain and' Portugal. A two
academic' background and be week tour' across Northern
recommended by the faculty of Europe to England will conclude
the year of study," Father Mctheir school.
"All courses will be taught in Cluskey added.
English," Father, Leary pointed
out, "but we will require each
student to audit at least one
course in the Italian language
at Florence University. We are
going to encourage all our stu-'
dents to attend as many classes
as possible at the Florence
"TOPS IN TOWN"
school. Special language instruction and tutoring will be avail90 Kings Highway Cutoff
able, so that our students may
take part in the cultural activiFairfield, Conn.
ties in the city and at nearby
educational centers.
ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471

...----=====::;::====----1 I
/ '63 FROSH
ORIENTATION

,
NEW CKS OFFICERS: F. Suman,' G~Cincotta, C. Bialowas and
J. McLaughlin.
'

Fr. Henry Murphy, Dean of
Admissions, has announced
the appointment of John
Shaw as head of the Junior
Orientation Committee for
the incoming Freshman Class.
John, 2 sophomore pre-med,
comes from New Haven.
Father McCluskey, who is now
.' Any Sophomore who wish- accepting applications for the
es to be, on the Orientation year's study in Florence said,
Committee may sign up in "For the first year we will be
Father- Murphy's Office.
able to accommodate 34 men
______________..:' and, 25 women. students.

GREEN COMET
DINER

Take Conn. Thruway
Exits 23 or 24

Upon his return from an extensive two - month tour of
Europe, Frank X. Gordon, Jr.,
Director of the International
Student Travel Center, told staff
members' at a meeting that he
had CQffipleted final details on
hundreds of jobs for the ISTC
work-travel program in Europe
this summer.
Mr. Gordon said he had requests from prominent European
families for male students to act
as chauffeurs in France and crew
on yachts in Denmark, Sweden
and Norway. One lucky "Chauffeur/, he noted, would drive' a
Ferrari in Paris. There are also
'a number of seafaring openings
of longer duration in the fall
and winter for stewards, deck
and engine room hands on foreign freighters and passenger
ships.
The best paying jobs this summer, Mr. Gordon pointed out,
will be in restaurants and factories. Boys and girls who wait
on tables can expect to earn in
wages and tips close to $200 a
month. Factory pay in several
CQuntries will also run to about
$200 a month. Mr. Gordon emphasized that the special interest jol;>s should go to the best
qualified students who apply the
earliest as most all of the jobs
listed by the ISTC would have
to be filled by May 15 to meet
the planning deadilnes set by
European employers.
Information may be obtained
by writing to ISTC, 39 Cortlandt
Street, New York 7, N.Y.

Sophomore Class Schedules
'Stardust' Mixe.r And Picnic
By KIRK STOKES

On Friday night, April 26, the
Sophomore class will hold a
'Stardust -Mixer' on the Loyola
parking lot. This mixer, under
the direction of chairman jack
McTague, will be entertained by
"The Misfits," a student band
composed of Harry Meyers, Pat
McGorty, Chuck Protana, and
Pete Foley. Tickets will sell for
$1.50. The mixer will be held in
the rear gym in case of bad
weather; it will last from 8:00
p.m. to 12:00 p.m.
The mixer is open to all stu,dents. Twenty-five nearby colleges have been invited.
Chairman J a c k McTague

College Bowl Team
Loses To Albertus;
T.V. Still Tentative

states, "The Rebel Rowsing
Class will once more present a
spectacular event, as is expected of this class."
On Saturday, April 27, the
Sophomore class will hold a picnic for sophomores and their
dates at Sherwood Island State.
Park in Westport. The picnic
will last from 1:00 p.m. to (?).
The price is $1.00 per, student;
girls are admitted free. Tom
Curtin chairman of this event,
states that there will be a softball game, touch football, an
outdoor
Hoot-e-nanny,
and
swimming, if weather permits.
Hamburgers and hot dogs will
be served. There will be transportation provided from the university to Sherwood Island and
back by car or bus.

'63 Thunderbird
RaHle;

Fairfield's College Bowl team
traveled to New Haven on Sunday, April 7, for the scheduled'
rematch with the team from
Albertus Magnus College. Comprising the team were Mike
Lawrence, Joe Kroll, Henry 1. .- - - - - - - - - - - - J acek, and John Kappenberg.
In this rematch contest, the AlCAR~ER
bertusteam was the victor. This
was the fourth in the series of
BLAZERS
informal contests which are
preparing the team for an
AGENCY
eventual appearance on the T.V.
College Bowl.
Specialist in the placement
According to the moderator,
Fr. Lynch, if Fairfield's team
over 15 years
doesn't appear on television beWith Offices at
fore the show goes off the air in
5
West
46 Et. and
June, it will be taken off its
stand-by position and will be
35 West 43 St.
given a definite date for an apIn New York City
pearance next season.

Drawing May 25

BRIDGEPORT

MOTOR INN
Kings Highway Rt. lA
Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.
FO 7-4404

A Convenient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relatives
Just 5 minutes from campus
Recommended by AAA

Invites you to stop in during
your vacation to discuss
career possibilities.
(Career Blazers has just completed a report on available
opportunities for female liberal arts graduates. Send
self-addressed envelopes for
your free copy.)
Career Blazers has supplied
College Graduates ,to most of
the glamour as well, as the
the intellectual elite companie sin the New York area.

